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PREFACE 
Condensation of high velocity vapors inside long small diameter 
tubes occurs in distillation apparatus, certain cryogenic devices, and 
in vapor driven power systems designed for use in long range space 
missions. Although considerable experimental data have been reported on 
the overall pressure losses encountered with two~phase, two-component 
flow in small tubes (e.g., air and water), much less information, either 
analytical or experimental, is available on the pressure losses and heat 
transfer rates occurring with the condensation of a high velocity vapor 
in a tube. 
It was the objective of this investigation to develop an effective 
analytical treatment of the complete proce~s of condensation of a high 
velocity pure vapor in a long,small diameter tube. In order to better 
understand the mechanics of the condensation process and to test the 
analytical methods developed, it was necessary to conduct a series of 
experiments with the condensation of high velocity steam in three dif;.. 
ferent sized condenser tubes. The results of both the analytical and 
experimentql work undertaken is reported in this thesis. 
I wish to acknowledge gratefully the assistance of the following 
persons in the completion of this dissertation: Dr. Jerald D. Parker, 
· Oklahoma State University, whose patience, guidance, and long-range 
assistance is sincerely appreciated; Dr. Kenneth J. Bell and Professor 
Faye C. McQuiston, Oklaho~ State University, for their review of and 
suggestions for the thesis; Professor Charles H. Coogan, Jr., University 
iii 
of Connecticut, for his assistance in both the analytical and experimental 
work; Dr. Fred Robson, United Aircraft Corporation, for his assistance in 
the experimental work; Dr. William Goss, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 
for his assistance in programming and computing the analytical and experi-
mental data; Mr. Daniel Beal, University of Connecticut, for his assist-
ance in programming and organizing the analytical and experimental data; 
Mr. Allen Burbank, North American Aviation Company, for his assistance in 
programming the analytical data; Mrs. Elaine Lounsbury, University of 
Connecticut, for her patient efforts in preparing this manuscript; my 
three daughters,Sherry, Nancy, and Alison,for their interest and enthusi-
asm about my progress in this endeavor; and my wife Dolores for her under-
standing and encouragement during the period of this study. 
This thesis is the result of one phase of a continuing program of 
research on single component, two-phase flow mechanics being conducted at 
the University of Connecticut. This phase of the program has been sup-
ported during the period from 1961 to this date by several research grants 
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The research has 
been conducted in co-operation with the personnel of the Lewis Research 
Center of NASA in Cleveland; Ohio. 
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A = cross sectional area of tube 
AL= cross sectional area of liquid in tube 
A = cross sectional area of vapor in tube v 
C = sonic velocity in saturated vapor 
c1 = specific heat of liquid 
D = D. = inside diameter condenser tube 
l 
D = outside diameter condenser tube 
0 
D = local diameter of vapor core 
v 
E = total energy of the two-phase stream 
g = gravitational acceleration at sea level (32.174 ft/sec2) 
h1 = specific enthalpy of saturated liquid 
h = specific enthalpy of saturated vapor 
v 
(hv - h1 ) = hfg = latent heat enthalpy change 
'/( 
h = surface convection coefficient 
J - 778 ft. lbf per B.t.u. - conversion constant 
kL = thermal conductivity of liquid 
k = thermal conductivity of vapor v 
L = local axial distance from start of condensation 
p = absolute stream pressure (static) 
p = absolute stream pressure at start of condensation e 
p = absolute stagnation pressure 0 
xi 
Q = total energy removed per foot of tube 
QL = total energy removed up to L feet 
R = gas constant for saturated water vapor 
T = temperatm"e 
u' = fluctuating component of u velocity in Schlicht fog notation 
v' = fluctuating component of v velocity in Schlichting notation 
w' = fluctuating component of w velocity in Schlichting notation 
Uo:, = free main stream velocity in Schlichting analysis 
V = axial velocity in condenser tube 
VL(y) = local axial liquid velocity at wall distance, y 
VL - v = local mean velocity of liquid in liquid annulus L 
VLi = local liquid velocity at liquid-vapor interface 
v - v = local mean velocity of vapor in vapor core v v 
v vi = local vapor velocity at liquid-vapor interface 
' 
V = mean velocity of vapor at start of condensation ve 
/\v/p1 = wall friction velocity of liquid 
IT /p = lnterfacial friction velocity of liquid v L 
WT - (W1 + Wv) = combined mass rate of flow of vapor plus liquid 
w1 = mass rate of flow of liquid 
' w1 - w1/1fD = mass rate of flow of liquid per unit of tube circumference 
W = mass rate of flow of vapor 
v 
y = radial distance from inside tube wall 
8 = thickness of annular liquid layer 
µ1 = dynamic viscosity of saturated liquid 
µv = dynamic viscosity of saturated vapor 
v1 = kinematic viscosity of liquid 
























mass density of liquid 
mass density of saturated vapor 
unit shear stress between liquid· and. tube wall 
unit shear stress between vapor and liquid at liquid-vapor interface 
Non-Dimensional Quantit.ies 
coefficient in friction factor function 
VL/VL 




p v212 v v 
= superficial friction factor (called superficial because the 
unit wall shear stress T is related to the vapor dynamic 
pressure instead, of thew liquid dynamic pressure) 
T 
v --- = interfacial vapor fri,ction factor in annular two-phase flow 
p v2 /2 v v 
H - ~;iJ non-dimensional heat transfer rate 
IT - · / 1 /3 ( ;rz· 1+ vi'"Z · + wT'T) /U"" . ;:: intensity of turbulence 
~ ~~\ l< Pv v -
. PL~ . p 
M - V /C = local Mach number of the vapor v 
N -l 'p J 
Pvev!e 
= non-dimensional constant 
Nu = Nusselt number 
Pr= Prandtl number 
Re= Reynolds number 
s 
r. . ]1/k-1 
kl,; + k;1 M2 . 
- ------------=dimensionless variable 







o: -=· l. 
o+ -m 
15+ -·u 
. * - V L (y) /VLw = nc;m .. dimensional liquid velocity 
- * VL/VLw = non-dimensional mean.liquid velocity 
* yVLw/v1 ·. = wall friction Reynolds number of liq:uid at y = y. * . . . . 
oVLw/vL =wall friction Reynolds number of liquid aty = o 
(olv1 )lr:/p1 = interfacial friction Reynolds number of liquid 
. . 
(o/'V1 ){''t'wm/p1 = experimental wall friction Reynqlds number of liquid 
+ ·I 
ou (W1 /µt.) = analytical wall friction Reynolds number of· liquid 
!::. = Ol,I1cremental quantity prefix 
x· i: L/D =.non-dimensional axial distance from start of condensatiop 
a = V1/Vve = non-dimensional local liquid velocity 
··~ - V /V .... non-dimensional iocal vapor velocity v ve 
e :5 Wv/WT . - non-d.imensional l.ocal vapor flow rate 
·1 - e !: WL/WT = non-dimensional local liquid flow rate 
n 
= F/P e = non-dimensional loc.al stream pressure 
h 
~· -..!! = non-dimensional constant 
v2 
ve 




e v2 non-dimensional latent heat at ent~ance 
ve 
>. = >. /~c .e = local non-dimensional latent heat 
0 = Pv/P;r..e = non-dimensional constant 
~ = 't'v/Pe = non-dimensional vapoi:' shear stress parameter 
·VJ - T /P = non-dimensional shear stress at the tube wall w e 
xiv_ 
Exponents 
a = exponent in pressure function for saturated liquid enthalpy 
b = exponent in pressure function for saturated vapor enthalpy 
c = exponent in pressure function for latent heat 
j = exponent in pressure function for saturated vapor density 
k = isentropic exponent for vapor 
m = exponent in pressure function for saturated liquid viscosity 
n = exponent in pressure function for saturated vapor viscosity 
s = exponent of Reynolds number in empirical express,ion for friction factor 
t = exponent in empirical expression for sonic velocity in saturated vapor 
Subscripts 
e refers to state at start of condensation in tube 
f refers to friction factor 
i refers to liquid-vapor interface or inside surface 
L refers to saturated liquid 
m refers to momentum equation 
0 refers to stagnation state of fluid or outside surface 
t refers to turbulent state 
u refers to universal velocity distribution function 
v refers to saturated vapor 
w refers to tube wall 
x refers to axial location in non-dimensional variable 
a refers to shear stress induced by change of liquid momentum 
f3 refers to shear stress induced by change of vapor momentum 
a . refers to shear stress induced by decrease of momentum due to phase 
change 




. For the effective de:;i_.:j.gn of h;igh ;performance condensi_ng tube type 
heat exch~ngers for use in Rankine power cycle system::., in cryogenic 
devices, qr in distillation appc:1,ratu:;;, a thorough knowledge of the me-
chanics of heat transfer and fl1..1,;Ld flow of vapor and liquid during con..,, 
densation in smi:j.ll tubes is desirable. During t.he past two decades, an 
increasing volume of analytical and experimental research on the me-
chanics .of two--pha:;;e flow systems has been reported in the technical 
literature, lnvei:;tigation of two-phase flow systems hi3-s taken several 
different directions. The accompanying chart, Table I, is an· attempt to 
cla$~dfy some of the areas in which research in two-phase flow mechanics 
has been or might be done. Introduction of the chart ifi! intended only to 
show the relationship of the work priesented in this paper to the whole 
spectrum of two-phasEl flow research. No claim of completeness or orig-
inality of the chart is implied. It should also be noted that research 
done in any one area may be.cloe;ely relateq. to :r;'esearch done in another 
area listed on the chart. 
Pioneering experimental work on two component, two-phase systems 
was done by Lockhart and Martinelli ( 2 9) l in developing empirical 
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correlations for pressure losses in isothermal, two-phase, two-component 
flow in pipes._ Additional experimental work has been done bya number of 
investigators working with steam-water, air-water, air-oil, nitrogen-
mercury, and other gas-liquid mixtures. Extensive experimental data for 
two-phase, two-component flow in both horizontal and vertical tubes are 
given in the works of Bergelin and Gazley (1) and Bergelin, et al., (2). 
These investigators present a fictitious friction factor as a function of 
a superficial vapor Reynolds Number and also use the liquid mass flow 
rate per unit tube circumference as a function parameter. One of the 
more important results of this experimental work was the indication that 
the relatively high pressure losses encountered in two-phase flow are 
caused by the effect of a wavy annular liquid-vapor interface in generat-
ing a high degree of turbulence in the annular liquid layer. The exper-
imental work of Robson and Hilding (31) was directed toward a more com-
plete understanding of the mechanics of the interfacial wave activity 
encountered in annular two-phase flow. While the wave mechanics in 
annular condensing flow were carefully documented in this work, no tech-
niques were suggested for reducing the intensity of wave activity. 
The method of correlation_of the superficial friction factor de-
scribed above was evidently first used by Kegel (24) in his Bachelor's 
thesis at the University of Delaware, where the experimental work cited. 
above, (1) and (2), was also conducted. Carpenter (6) in his doctoral 
dissertation dealt with vapors condensing in vertical tubes. He also 
used an empirical correlation. of the friction fa.ctor based on Kegel 's 
data. Carpenter calculated overall pressure losses in condensing flow 
and compared them to his experimental data with fair success - the 
calculated pressure._ losses averaged about 35 percent higher than the 
experimental values. The vapor velocities in these tests were of the 
order of 100 feet per second or less, so that the vapor flow was 
essentially incompressible, 
4 
There have been a number of other invest_igators who have made ex-
perimental measurements of pressure loss in two-phase flow, One of the 
earliest papers reporting such data for two-component flow was by 
Boelter and Kepner (3) in 1939; a more recent paper was presented by 
Chien and Ibele (8) in 1964, and dealt with the combined flow of air and 
water in tubes. 
The contributions to the analytical treatment of two~phase flow are 
less numerous than the experimental works. The analytical papers of 
Dukler and Bergelin (13), Calvert (5), and Levy (26) appeared at about 
the same time. Dukler and Bergelin used the universal velocity profile 
method of von Karman and also Prandtl's mixing length theory to determine 
the shear stress in annular liquid films for both laminar and turbulent 
flow. Calvert also used the theory of von Karman and Prandtl to find the 
velocity distribution in the annular liquid layer. Levy, too, dealt with 
the annular flow model for a non-condensing system. His theoretical re-
sults compared favorably with the essentially empirical work of Lockhart 
and Martinelli (29). The later analytical work of Levy (27), (28) did 
not use the strictly annular flow model. The last-mentioned paper by 
Levy (28) is an analytical treatment of the two-phase system as a contin-
uous medium with the liquid component dispersed as small droplets or mist 
of varying concentration throughout the vapor component. 
The experimental investigations of Fauske (16) included measurements 
of adiabatic critical mass flow rates of steam and water from small 
diameter tubes at various supply or header pressures and including total 
vapor qualities from 1 to 96 percent. Fauske derived analytical 
·expressions for predicting the critical total mass flow based on the 
annular flow model similar to Fig. 2, except that he assumed friction-
·1ess pipe flow. In a graphical presentation, Fauske compared the ana-
lytically predicted values for critical total flow with experimental 
measurements of his own and those of several other investigators. In 
addition, he analytically calculated the critical total flow assuming a 
h9mogeneous mist flow system. The agreement between the analytical 
values and experimental data for the annular flow model was excellent 
for all qualities from 1 to 96 percent. Contrariwise, critical mass 
flow rates calculated, assuming the homogeneous model, predicted total 
mass flow rates as low as one-quarter' of the experimentally measured 
rate at the same total quality of 1 percent. 
5 
After consideration of the comparative results of Fauske and also 
the preliminary experimental work of the writer, as well as the high 
speed photographic studies of several other investigators, the annular 
flow model was chosen for the analytical study of condensing vapors pre-
sented in this work. However, it should be recognized that even with an 
essentially annular flow system a portion of the liquid present may be 
dispersed as fine droplets or mist in the vapor core as represented by 
Fig. 1. In addition,it is known that the annular interface between vapor 
and liquid is perturbed by traveling surface waves of varying amplitude--
except at quite low vapor and liquid velocities. The presence of the 
surface waves has an effect similar to that of a corrugated pipe surface. 
Only the increased wall shear stress due to wave induced equivalent 
roughness has been considered in the current analysis. The analytical 
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Figure 2. Annular Flow Condensing Model 
6 
annular-mist model, with traveling interfacial waves, is left to future 
investigators. 
In this investigation, the one-dimensional annular flow model of 
7 
Fig. 2 has been used to derive a system of simultaneous, non-linear, 
ordinary differential equations of change which have been solved (inte-
grated) numerically in incremental steps over the full condensing length 
for long,small diameter condenser tubes. These equations describe mathe-
matically the continuously changing local flow mechanics in the condenser 
tube. From this analytical solution, the vapor and liquid velocities, 
stream static pressure, and mass flow rates of vapor and liquid are 
thereby' determined at each axial location along the length of the con-
denser tube. 
In order to test the validity of the proposed mathematical model and 
the analytical results obtained by use of this model, several single tube 
condenser test units were constructed. These test units were used to 
measure experimentally the same quantities which were determined analyti-
cally by solution of the derived system of equations. Four test units, 
"including three diff~rent tube sizes, 0.190, 0.550, and 1.025 inches I.D., 
were constructed and tested. The test data reported include values of 
the local mass flow rate of vapor and liquid, local mass average veloci-
ties of vapor and liquid,as well as local values of stagnation and stream 
pressures. Secondary calculations were made from the experimental data to 
determine local values of interfacial and wall shear stresses,as well as 
local heat transfer coefficients. 
For the same operating conditions as found in the experimental work, 
analytical datawereobtained for each of the local flow variables mention-
ed in the previous paragraph. Graphical comparison of the experimental 
8 
and analytical values of local pressures and fluid velocities are given, 
for each of the three tube sizes testedi for the full condensing length. 
Secondary investigations have been made in an attempt to improve 
upon the available empirical correlations of local wall shear stress 
and local heat transfer coefficients for condensation with high velocity 
vapors. The results of this work, both experimental and analytical, are 
reported in Appendixes I and J. 
The graphical comparison of the analytical and experimental results 
obtained, for three different condenser tube sizes and over a consider-
able range of vapor velocities and densities, shows good agreement with 
each of the flow variables over the full condensing length in most 
cases. The close agreement between the analytical and experimental data 
reported in this work indicates that the essentially one dimensional 
annular flow model, adopted for the analytical treatment presented, 
gives a reasonable approximation of the mechanics of high velocity vapor 
condensation. 
It is believed that the analytical results and experimental data 
· presented in the succeeding pages of this work can be used as a base to 
build a still more precise analytical treatment of the mechanics of high 




· As indicated in Chapter I, expe:dmental evidence_ gathered by 
Robson (31), as well as by several other investigators, both of a 
qualitative_ and a quantitative nature, including vi_sua.l observations, 
shows. that the major fraction of the liquid phase in condensi_ng fiow 
accumulates as an annular ring of pure liquid flowi_ng along the tube 
wall. For condensation in horizontal tubes at low vapor velocities the 
liquid m1ay _accumulate and flow in a more or less stratified layer along 
the bottom of the tube. At quite low vapor velocities there may also 
occur an oscillating type of liquid slug flow superposed upon the 
stratified layer. This inve~rtigation, however, is concerned only with 
. those conditions of condensation in which condensed liquid flows in an 
annular ri_ng with essentially axial symmetry about the tube axis. The 
evidence presented in {31) indicates that axial symmetry is approached 
whenever the average vapor velocity exceeds the mass average velocity in 
the annular liquid ring by the approximate velocity ratio of V/V1 ::_ 100. 
This will be true even for condensation in horizontal tubes, as well as 
for downflow in vertical tubes, and for condenser tubes located in a 
zero gravity field. 
Dependi_ng on the local vapor velocity, as well as the total vapor 
9 
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quality a, a small fraction of the liquid may be dispersed as mist or 
·droplets in the vapor core (see f'.ig. 1). Earlier measurements made by 
the author (19) indicate that the mass concentration of droplets in the 
vapor core remains at a figure of less than 10 percent of the local mass 
flow rate of vapor down to quite low vapor to liquid total mass flow 
ratios, e.g., Wv/W1 ~ 0.20. 
In this analysis of the high velocity vapor-liquid system, the 
effect of the variable liquid droplet concentration has been neglected. 
In addition, several other simplifying assumptions have been made in 
the mathematical model which has been adopted for this work. Following 
is a summation of the major simplifications which have been used in the 
analytical treatment: 
1. The presence of a liquid droplet mist in the vapor core 
is neglected. Experimental evidence (19) shows, however, that 
the vapor core may include 10 percent or mor'e by weight flow 
rate of liquid droplets at low vapor qualities, e.g., a~ 0.20. 
It remains for future investigators to consider the much more 
difficult analysis of the mathematical model representing the 
annular-mist flow ~egime. · · 
2. Radial pressure gradients across the tube are considered 
to be insignificant relative to other forces acting. on.the 
system. 
3. The annular inter'face between vapor core and outer liquid 
ring is assumed to pe essentially conical and concentric to · 
the tube axis. However, the actual physical interface is 
known to have annular surface waves, which penetrate more or 
less deeply into the annular liquid layer (see Figs. 3 and 4). 
Evidently, one important effect of the wave penetration of the 
liquid surface is that turbulence in the liquid layer is such 
that the radial distribution of the time average axial liquid 
velocity is essentially- flat up to very close· to the wall .. 
The resulting sharp velocity gradient in the thin liquid 
laminar sublayer results in ·a high wall shea:r stress as is 
demonstrated by Fig. 46, page 154. See also Appendix I. 
4. The mass aver.age axial velocity of the liquid, as well as 
that of the vapor,is assumed to be steady and constant at any 
axial location, although some radial variation in axial veloc-
ities is known to exist . Time and mass aver.age axial 
. z -
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velocities for the liquid (V1 ) in its annular ring and for 
the vapor (V) in the vapor core have been used throughout 
except at thX interface. The relation of the interfacial 
velocity (V.) to the vapor and liquid velocities is dis-
cussed in Aipendix E. 
5, The condenser tube is assumed to exist in a zero gravity 
field or to be in a horizontal position with sufficient vapor 
velocity (V /V1 ~ 100) to ensure axial symmetry of the 
annular liq~id layer. 
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F_ig. 2 is intended to describe graphically the system and the forces 
which are acting upon the two fluids flowing through it in the axial 
direction. 
Derived Equations 
In the analytical treatment presented herein, the annular flow 
model described by Fig. 2 has been used to develop a system of differ-
ential equations of change for the co-current annular, one-dimensional, 
steady flow of a pure condensing vapor and its liquid in a straight 
cylindrical tube with radial heat transfer through the tube wall. 
Differential control volumes were drawn for the annular liquid 
layer and for the vapor core at a cross section of the condenser tube 
(see Figs. 35 and 36, page 78), Macroscopic mass, energy,and momentum 
balances were then made for a differential length of tube for both vapor 
and liquid control volumes (see Appendixes B, C, and D). Addition of 
the equations obtained for the two control volumes resulted in three 
simultaneous, independent, non-linear ordinary differential equations, 
which may be expressed in general functional form as follows: 
Continuity: 





cf> 3 ( V v, V 1 , W v, P , L, Prop , Q ' ) = 0 (3) 
where'Prop' represents the various thermo-physical properties of both 
vapor and liquid. The other symbols are as given in the nomenclature. 
In equations (1), (2) and (3) the fundamental variables involved in 
each equation can be reduced to a total of five variables: four de-
pendent variables, V, v1 , W, P; and one independent variable which is v v 
the axial position or distance L. The thermo-physical properties (Prop) 
of vapor and liquid which are involved can be directly related to the 
local vapor saturation pressure by simple empirical functions. This 
operation is discussed in later paragraphs of this chapter, and the 
empirical functions are developed in Appendix A. The local energy 
transfer rate Q' is influenced by external heat transfer resistances and 
· temperatures, as well as the local inside surface coefficient of heat 
transfer. Very often external factors dominate the determination of Q1 
and are more or less independent of the internal flow mechanics of the 
two-phase system. These external resistan.ces, therefore, constitute a 
separate problem which may be considered wholly apart from the work at 
hand. Nevertheless, local values of Q' must be specified either arbi-
trarily or from experimental data in order to obtain an analytical 
solution to the proposed system of equations. 
Use of either the vapor momentum equation or the combined momentum 
equation (see equation (2)) requires input data on the local value of 
either the local interfacial shear stress T or the local wall shear 
v 
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·.· s.t:t>ess -r:w' Theae qµantities a~e• entirely dependent on the internal flow 
. mechan;i;cs ; of the_· condensing·· syst~in and, thet>efor'e,. must _be correlated in 
t~ms ·: bf th~ J~~ernal .flo~ d~ta.' This ditiicul~ :correl~tio·~ problem is ' 
. . : . . . . . 
the si.lbJect of,Apperidix I and:is disc:ti,ssed also ~n Chapter IV, page 53; 
. It hi seen that• 1:he analytical det~;mination· of the ·local flow·· . . . . . . ',· ,, .. . . '. ·' 
mechanics of this ~ystem can bepeduced to the determination of the 
. . . ··, . . ' . : ·. . 
successive lpcai values of .the fou!' depend'~nt Variables~ Vv' VV Wv,_ and. 
'!>. . Obviously, thts 'involves the: :;iimultaneous so1'41;tion of at · least four 
. independent: equq,t~oris of w~;i~h .only three ha\T~e been mentioned up to this 
point. . . ... ·· .. · ·.... . . ··· .. 
At the 'entr~nce to--~--- COtldenser tu~e tile :f1ow regime may begin .with 
either lam;nar or.turbulent' flow ~f the.···vaporaccompanied by a develop-
ing. ann~lar laminar liql)id layer~ ·. Fot> the, region of interest of this 
investigation, the yapo.r 'flow. either b~gins or cha~ges ~o a. fuily tur-
bUle11t flow re~im~ in a ve;r;,y: short axial ciista,nc~-•. ·· lf. the analysis is 
started with. ciry s_aturated vclpo~:·at the- cofaien~e1;1 t\lbe entrance, the . 
development of an annul~r lq.mihap liquid layer begins and continues un-
til the.liquid thickness is such that the smooth cylindrical +iquid 
. '. .· .. ' . . ,• .. . . . : . . 
surface (liquid-vapor interface). be~Qme~ _unstable and a wavy annular_ 
. . . , . 
interf~ce between liquid .and vapor begins to d·eve) .. op. The flow regime 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
downstream from this Point coneists o:f. atu1:1buJ,.ent. vapor core surrounded 
. ., .· 
by·a highly turbulent .annular liquid layer.· Normally the initial lam-
' ' 
inar liquid l~yer will exist for·only a very short distance (1, to 5 
diameters or less) near the tube mouth. .'l'he non-:-ciimensional boundary 
' . . . 
1ayer thickness par~eter 15+ ~ {Vv>ltwlP1 has been used to determine 
' the point of transition from laminar to ttirl;:>ulent fJ,.ow _in the liquid 
. ·. . . ·. . . . . . . ' . ·. . 
layer. •A value <5+ -~ :J. for the liquid layer apparently gives a good 
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indication of this transition point. 
For the laminar liquid lq.yer existi.ng near the tube mouth, a 
differential boundary layer equation has been developed in Appendix F, 
The most general form of this equation is given by the expression 
2 2-s dV 1 j (1.,.s) dP s dV1 dW1 v (4) V1 dL - v dL - W1 dL - p dL - - L v 
wheres and j ·are empirical constants. This equation must be used, in 
conjunction with the differential forms of equations (1), (2), and (3) 
of this chapter, as the fourth equation which is necessary to begin the 
numerical integration over the condensing length. A detailed analysis 
of the developing laminar liquid layer is given in Appendix F. 
At the point of transition to turbulent flow in the annular liquid 
+ layer, e.g., cS ~ 1, the differential equation of equal velocity pres-
sures replaces the boundary layer equation in the stepwise integration 
process. The relation of equal interfacial velocity pressures was de-
duced as the result of the experimental observation of the lack of any 
radial discontinuity in the value of the dynamic pressure, (P - P), in 
0 
the interfacial region or on either side of it (see Fig. 37, page 86). 
For an essentially incompressible vapor, the phenomenon of equal inter-
facial velocity pressures may be represented by the equation 
= 
v . 2 
pV Vl 
2 
where v1 . and V. are considered to be the time average velocities of . . l Vl 
liquid and vapor at the highly turbulent and intermittent wavy inter-
(5) 
face. Equation (5) indicates that the momentum flux of vapor and liquid 
on their respective sides of the interface is the same. Careful con-
sideration of tqe mathematical model and the available experimental 
17 
.· data ind,icates that the radial position of the interface should be 
. .· . . . . 
taken at the crest of the•annular waves. If tl:le variation in liquid 
.· ··: : . ·· .. 
. densi'i;y is n.eglected over 1:he condensing length;. logarithmic differ-
.:e~ti.ation of equation ( 5) lec1ds finally to the equation 
... 1 dV 1 dV · J0 dP L ·v 
·. VL dL - vv dL. - 2P dL = O (6) 
. - , wher~ j ~$· the same -empirical. constant .that appeared in equation ( 4). 
. . . . 
_ Equat.fon_ (6h for e~sentially incompressible flow, or equation (28E), 
· for compressible .va,pqr flow,· replaces equation (4) as the fOurth equation 
· require<;l to compl~te the analytic;;c1l solution of the condensation process 
for annular two,-phase flow in~ tube •. A more extensive analysis of the 
.· . . 
interface problem for .both incompz:,essible and compressible vapor flow is 
given in_ApP:eridix E. 
· Physical :Properties of Vapor arid Liquid 
. In A~pendix A.simple elllpirical.equations have been established 
. . . 
which express .each or the several phy!:dcal p;operties c,f liquid and 
vapor as a particular function of the saturation p;r,essure of the fluid. 
For example, the specific enthalpy of satur>ated vapor is_ given by the 
·simple power function 
wl:!e~e c2 and bare pa:rticula;r, constants. This local value. of vapor'> 
··. enthalpy can also be non-dimensionalized by comparing it to .the vapor 
enthalpy at the tube·entrance where the enterin~ .vapor pressu;r,e is 
. ,, ·. 
· .. known, thus 
h - h (P/F )b 
v ve e 
(SA) 
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Each of·the necessar'y thermb..:physical properties of vapor and liquid 
. . . 
.. . has been treated in the same fashion in · Appendix A. Values of the power 
· · fQnqtion exponents a, ·b; c, etc. have been plotted in Figs. 27 thra_ugh 
. . . . . 
·· .. ·34 f9j:, both water and potassium, Note that the need for the constant 
.. ··.. . · ... : .. •' .i . 
. •. coefficient (e_ .g. , c4) in each of. the. functione ha$ been eliminated by 
.· ·. . .. · \ . . 
. no;Mnalizing the.· local property. in terms of the value. of the property · for 
. the sa~urated ·v~por at the:known ~ntering pl'essure as1n equation (BA) 
. -•• ~boye • 
. ·.Exa:mination of the °Figs. 27 thro.ugh 34, pages 62 through 69, shows 
som~ vari.ati~n of the power exponentS fbr' each ot the physica1 properties 
. . . . . . . ' . . ' . 
.. . for ·wate~ anc;i potassium, . However, in most cases the error encountered 
in ·i::'he value of t;he particu:J..ar property over a moderate range of · 
. · · ;pr~ss~:r>es is; less than one percent, For example, in the case of satu- · 
. " ' . 
. r.a.tEld s'.team expanding froin -i;l. pr'.ess.ure of 50 psia to 15 psia, the value 
· ··. of the latent heat at 15 p~i~., de~ermined from equation.· (13A) by using 
. ·. a mE;lan Value of the power function exponent c taken from Fig. 29, is 
·.· ... , .. ·"., ... ··_.· ·.·. . . ·' . . .· .· . .. . ·.... . . . · .. 
. :hfg :; 972 ,Btu/lbinas coinj;>a.I'ed to the valu~ h;fg :; 9Q9,7 Btu/lbm as given 
. ' 
. in the. tables of the Thermod;v?:qllliC Properties ~ Steam by Keenan .and 
Keyes.(~3). In .most cases the error in. the c~lculated value of the 
property wi.llbe less than .i,n the example cited. It should be obvious 
·. that other as$~ptioris in the analytical treatment may cause_ greater 
. . . ·. . . . . 
errors in "the predicted da~a than that caused by small errors in the 
. property values· as .. calculated by the methocl described above. 
Int_egration of the System of Differential Eqµations 
Given. In Table II 
~ ' . 
The simultaneous mathematical solution (integration') of the 
:l.9 
necessary set of four independent non-linear ordinary differential 
equations was evidently possible or practical only by numerical or ana-
l_ogical methods. For the purposes of numerical solution and computer 
P!'.Ogramming it was advant_ageous to normalize the five fundamental 
variables and to express the variable coefficients in non-.dimensional 
form (see Nomenclature and/or Table II). By introducing the particular 
·flow conditions existing in the saturated vapor at the start of con-
densation in the.tube (:not necessarily at the tube mouth) as a 
re:f;erencE! state, the four fundamental depE!ndent variables were there-
after expressed as a non-dimerisional function of.this saturated vapor 
state. T_hus_ a = V1 /V , S = V /V . , . 6 = W /WT, and <f> = PIP • The axial · ve· v ve .v e 
t-ube podtion is represented. in terms of tube diameters from the start 
. of condensation~ i.e. , axial distance X = L/D (diameters) • 
Sta;rati_ng with the particular initial values of the four normalized 
variables at X = O, the appropriate set of four simultaneous differ-
ential equations was so;t.ved algebraically to determine the local values 
of the four derivatives at that point (X = 0). The derivatives so 
determined were then applied.over a small increment of !J.X along the 
tube, to determine new values of the same four. dependent variables. 
Usually the incremental value of X was taken at 0.01 ~AX~ 1.0. 
:Proceeding forward in the positive X direction, the al:>ove process was 
continually ,;,epeated until the t_otal quality 6 had decreased from 6 = 1 
to. 6 = 0. It was necessary-, · as noted earlier, to change from the laminar 
liquid layer equation to the equal velod,ty pressure equation at o+ = 1 
during this numerical int_egration process. 
Because of the tremendous number of calculations and the inherent 
possibilities of error accumulation, the stepwise integration process 
TABLE JI 
A TABLE OF NON-DIMENSIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF HIGH SPEED 
TWO-PHASE FLOW WITH CONDENSATION IN LONG SMALL TUBES 
The general differential equation is written in the following non-dimensional form 
A da + B gj! + CU, + D df = K 
dX dX · dX dX 
The coefficients A,B,C,D and K for the different physical equations are given below: 
Equation source A B c D K 
Combined equations· Ps'J v/Jfj +~ + ~ [tr~·j -1] + ~. = 0. of continuity a~ I. 
Momentum equation 0 + 8 + [/J-2a] + BN =-2fvJ2R · of the vapor IJ .j 2 
Combined momentum 
[1-8] + [P-a] 
. 2 j 
equations of vapor and +B + N =-2fwll + 
liquid 
3. 
Combined energy equa- [ 1-B]c. +/J 8 [: I 2 2~ +~ + CJ!IU-8}] =-H · ·tion of vapor and .liquid + c:+2(/J-a ) I- + 1-a 4. 
5. 
Velocity pressure at inter- I I + 0 
j 
0  ·face for incompressible . - -.- - 2+ = 
flow 
Cl IJ 
Velocity pressure at inteF 2 SM2 + 0 + [SM2~2t-j] 0 -face for compressible T -7 = _.;-flow · ·· 
Initial liquid boundary 2 + 0 I 
j I 
layer equation T + 1-8 - 2+ =- 2X 
6 
7. 




was programmed for machine computation,first on an I.B.~. 1620 digital 
computer and later on the I.B.M. 7040 digital computer. All analytical 
data presented have been compiled by this system of machine computation. 
The Fortran p~ogram for the computer solution to this system of equa-
tions is given at the end of Appendix K. Detailed information about 
preparing data for the ma~hine integration process is also given in 
Appendix K. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND APPARATUS 
In order to confirm the validity of the mathematical model dis-
cussed in Chapter II and the accompanying analytical results presented 
in the several Appendices it was necessary to construct experimental 
apparatus which would make it possible to measure the same variables 
which were to be predicted analytically. 
Altogether four (4) different test units were constructed and 
tested. The dimensional details of these units are summarized in 
Table III. Figs. 6, 7, and 8 present detailed diagrams for the three 
different size condenser tubes tested, i.e., 0.190, 0.550, and 1.025 
inches I.D. respectively. Fig. 5 presents a general line and block 
layout of the test system including instrumentation. In addition~ 
. Figs. 9 and 10 give details of the construction and installation of the 
thermocouple and pressure probes used for making experimental measure-
ments. 
Each of the four test units consisted of a single copper condenser 
tube enclosed in a larger copper tube which formed the outer annulus 
for the flow of cooling water. Each test unit was constructed so as to 
permit the flow of cooling water to be co·unter to or in parallel with 
the flow of condensing vapor. Tests were conducted with both parallel 
and counter flow of the cooling water. Each test unit was instrumented 




Maj or Dimensions of Experimental Condenser Heat Exchangers From Which the Experimental Data were Recorded 
Condenser Condenser Outer Overall Cooling Annulus Detailed 
Test Unit Tube I.D. Tube O.D. Tube I.D. Condenser Water Thermo- Diagram 
Inches Inches Inches Tube Length Flows Couples In -_9:-_': 
In Feet 




Heat Exchanger No. 2 0.550 0.625 1.026 10.3 Parallel Fixed in Figure 
Flow Annulus and 6 
Traveling;': 
Heat Exchanger No. 3 0.190 0.250 0.550 11. 7 Parallel Fixed in Figure 
Flow Annulus and 7 
Traveling 
Heat Exchanger No. 4 1.025 1.125 2.010 19.0 Parallel or Fixed in Figure 
Counter Annulus 8 
Flow Only1: 




INSTALLATION DIAGRAM FOR 1-EAT EXCHANGER NO. - 4 
-- STEAM SUPPLY LINE 





~. - SHUT OFF VALVES 
NOTE: Cooling water can be used in parallel 
or counter flow to condensint steam. 
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PRESSURE PROBE 
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14'- COOLING WATER SUPPLY LINE 
Figure 5. Line Diagram of Test Apparatus 
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HEAT EXCHANGER NO. 2 
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EXCHANGER NO. 3 
STEAM SUPPLY ,.. 11 II' 1131411 
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~ _____________ ...,,,,,. 
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FOR LOCAL STAGNATION 
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT 
0.250 IN. O.D. -,---
THE FIXED INSTRUMENTATION ABOVE IS REPEATED AT INTERVALS ALONG THE AXIAL TUBE LENGTH • 
Figure 8. Detail Diagram of Condenser No. 4 
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111......_v4• COPPER TUBE 
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DETAIL OF CONDENSING 
TUBE SUPPORT 
Figure 9. Detail Diagrams for Condenser Tube Installation 
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PROBES FOR HEAT EXCHANGER NO. 3 
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static pressure P of the vapor,as well as the local vapor temperature 
and local cooling water temperature. In addition,heat exchangers 
numbers 2 and 4 were equipped with thermocouples fixed to the outer 
wall of the condenser tube itself to facilitate the calculation of 
local heat transfer coefficients. The method of analysis and inter-
pretation of the experimental data recorded is reviewed in detail in 
Appendix H. 
The experimental data recorded and the quantities calculated there-
from make possible the determination of the local values of the vapor 
and liquid velocities, the local mass flow rate of vapor and liquid,as 
well as the local heat transfer coefficients and both interfacial and 
wall shear stresses. The experimental determination of the local inter-
facial and wall shear stresses requires in addition the evaluation of 
the local gradients of the static pressure, vapor and liquid velocities, 
and vapor mass flow rate--see equations (2C) and (11C). The determina-
tion of these gradients has been done by both graphical and curve 
fitting techniques. Both methods seem to have given satisfactory 
results. The curve fitting method is faster once a computer program has 
been established to handle the data; however, the graphical method is 
preferable for examining data which include some questionable or 
obviously spurious points as well as otherwise valuable information. 
The local temperature and the temperature gradient of the cooling 
water is fundamental to the calculation of the local mass flow rate of 
vapor and liquid as well as the local rate of condensation. Two methods 
of temperature measurement were used in these tests. Heat exchanger num-
ber 1 was equipped only with a single moveable or traveli_ng thermocouple 
probe which was read repeatedly as the probe was moved over the 
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condensing le_ngth. Heat exch~ngers numbers 2and 3 were equipped with both 
a traveling probe and with thermocouples fixed in the annulus at a 
number of locations along the condensing le_ngth. Heat exchanger rrumber 4 
was equipped only with a series of thermocouples fixed in the annulus 
between the tubes. Each method has some advan,tages and disadvantages. 
The traveling probe_ gives_ greater flexibility in positioning, but does 
not lend itself to the use of automatic and continuous temperature 
recorders. The use of multiple fixed installations'permits the rapid 
and simultaneous record~ng of temperatures over the tube length of both 
cooling water and tube wall temperatures. 
One important source of error encountered in these tests was 
the position lag in the cooling water temperature measurement relative 
to the actual point of heat transfer at the pipe surface. The cooling 
water annulus was designed so as to operate well into the turbulent 
region, but some position lag at the annulus thermocouple position was 
certain to occur. In addition, there was some uncertainty as to the 
radial position of each thermocouple in the annulus. This resulted in 
an uneveness in the error, described above, from one couple to the next. 
It is almost impossible to give a quantitative estimate of the 
magnitude of this error. The effect of this error was most noticeable 
in parallel flow cooling at the start of condensation. In such a case 
the uncertainty in the location of the cooling effect causes an indica-
tion of a local liquid condensate flow rate less than the true value and 
a local vapor flow rate in excess of the true value. Because of the 
error in the determination of the vapor mass flow rate, the calculated 
cross section area aJJ.otted to the vapor may have been excessive and 
that to the liquid too small. Since the average local liquid 
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velocity must be calculated indirectly from the combined continuity 
equation, one would expect that the liquid velocity calculated from the 
experimental data for parallel flow cooli.ng ID:ight be too h:igh, particu-
larly at the start of condensation where a small error in the calcu-
lated oversize vapor cross section would have a magnified effect in mini-
mizi.ng the liquid cross section, due to the wide density difference 
between the two fluids. It would be quite possible, for example, to 
calculate a negative liquid cross section if the response error described 
was great enough. It is. gratifying therefore, to note that no such 
calculated negative values of liquid cross section were encountered in 
the analysis of this experimental data. It is probable however that the 
sharp peak in the experimental liquid velocity curve at the 1/4 foot 
le_ngth of F_ig. 20, P.age 46, is a result of just such a position lag in 
the cooli_ng water temperature measurement as has been described above. 
Because of the large consumption of steam (up to 1,000 lb per hour) 
m 
and cooling water (in excess of 20,000 lb per hour), it was necessary to . m 
use plant steam and water for these tests. Small fluctuations in line 
pressure for both steam and water were red~ced by the use of automatic 
pressure and flow control devices. Some fluctuation in the temperature 
of the cooling water and of the quality of the steam was encountered 
during the test periods. However, these fluctuations were not great 
enough to have been a major source of error. 
Probably th~ greatest experimental errors were caused by the un-
avoidable use of the temperature and pressure probes in the condenser 
tube itself. For each test unit the probes were made as small as possi-
ble--the probe cross section was less than 10 percent of the tube cross 
section for all units. During every test all temperature, pressure, and 
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flow measurements were repeated at each probe station as the probe was 
gradually withdrawn from the tube. Insofar as possible the temperature, 
pressure,and flow measurements were regulated and reconstructed so as to 
represent the flow conditions for the probeless tube, but for the ex-
perimental value of the local stagnation pressure P this was almost im-
. 0 
possible to achieve. For the smallest condenser tube (0.190 inches I.D.) 
the presence of the pressure probe caused a reduction of steam rate of as 
much as 12 percent when the inlet pressure was held constant. For the 
larger test units the effect of the probe presence on the steam rate was 
a smaller percent.age. 
An error in the measurement of the stagnation pressure P of the 
. 0 
vapor is also encountered because of the presence of entrained liquid 
droplets in the vapor core. The analysis of this problem was the sub-
ject of the doctoral dissertation of Dussourd (15). Dussourd developed 
a special impact probe that permits corrections to be made to the ex-
perimental measurement of the stagnation pressure P of a droplet-laden 
0 
gas stream. Such a 'Dussourd Probe' was constructed and used for the 
experimental tests conducted on the 1.025 I.D. condenser tube. An 
analysis by the author (19) shows that the droplet concentration in the 
condensing vapor remains at a value of less than 10 percent in the vapor 
core until about 80 percent of the vapor has condensed, after which the 
droplet concentration apparently increases until the vapor disappears. 
For the test data gathered oh the 1.025 inch I.D. condenser tube,cor-
rections to the local measurements of P have been made in accordance 
0 
with the method outlined in (15). In every condensing test conducted on 
the 1.025 'inch I.D. condenser tube,the correction to impact pressure 
measurements, due to the presence of liquid droplets, increases. 
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gradually from a zero correction at the start of condensation to a 
correction amounting to a reduction of about 25 percent in vapor velocity 
near the end of condensation--as compared to the value calculated from 
the uncorrected measurement, Over the major portion of the condensing 
le_ngth the ;..:orrection to vapor velocity was usually a reduction of less 
than 10 percent. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The chief aim of this work was to develop a method of analysis 
which would make possible the analytical evaluation of the local flow 
properties--including the heat transfer characteristics--of the two-
phase system of a high velocity vapor condensing in a long circular tube. 
A one-dimensional mathematical model with annular flow of the condensed 
liquid surrounding a high velocity vapor core was selected to describe 
the condensing system (Fig. 2, page 6 ) . A system of non-linear first-
order ordinary differential equations of change has been developed (see 
Table II, page 20) which may be solved (integrated) simultaneously over 
the length of the tube. As discussed in Chapter II the fundamental 
dependent variables involved are the time average local vapor and liquid 
velocities, V and VL, the local mass flow rate of vapor W, and the v v 
local static pressure P. The single independent variable is the tube 
length or distance from the start of condensation. Mathematical solu-
tion of the system of equations has been accomplished by stepwise 
numerical integration using a digital computer to carry out the multiple 
calculations involved. The print out statement of the computer program 
for this solution is included in Appendix K. 
A series of analytical solutions to representative condensing flow 
conditions has been made for single condenser tubes of three sizes--
0.190, 0.550, and 1.025 inches I.D. respectively. Analytical solutions 
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for the condensation of both water vapor and potassium vapor are in-
cluded. Figs. 11 through 24 give analytical solutions for the condensa-
tion of water vapor. Figs. 25 and 26 show typical analytical solutions 
for the flow properties for the condensation of potassium vapor. 
In orc2r to test the validity of the mathematical model selected and 
the analytical method of solution which was developed from it, it was 
necessary to devise and build experimental apparatus capable of measur-
i_ng the several physical flow properties predicted by the analytical 
solution described above. Four such test units were constructed and a 
series of condensing tests were made with each unit. The recorded and 
calculated data from these tests are reported in Tables IV through XVII 
of Appendix H. The construction of the experimental apparatus and the 
experimental measurements made with it are discussed in Chapter III. 
The method of data reduction and calculation details are given in 
Appendix H. 
The comparison of the experimental and analytical results is 
generally favorable even for the most rigorous test conditions encounter-
ed. For example, Figs. 17 and 18 compare experimentally and analytically 
determined local values of static pressure and vapor and liquid veloci-
ties over the condensing length for the extremely high vapor velocities 
of up to 1, 800 feet per second. Figs. 20, 21, 23, .and 24 give the same 
comparison for vapor velocities under 1,000 feet per second. These data 
cover the three tube sizes tested. While there is some discrepancy be-
tween the experimental and analytical data in each case, the general 
agreement obtained for the wide range of vapor velocities and tube sizes 
investigated certainly gives a considerable degree of confirmation as to 
the soundness of the mathematical model chosen. As has been stated at 
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Figure 11, The Effect of Interfacial Friction Factor on Local 
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Figure 12. The Effect of Interfacial Friction Factor on Local Static 
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Figure 13. The Effect of Wall Friction Factor on Local Vapor 
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Figure 14. The Effect of Wall Friction Factor on Local 
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Figure 15. Effect of Total Mass Flow on Loca.l Vapor 
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Figure 16. Effect of Total Mass Flow on Local Static 
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Figure 18. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Static 
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Figure 19. Comparison· of· Analytical and Experimental Inter-
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Figure 20. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Vapor 
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Figure 21. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Pressures for 
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Figure 23. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Vapor and 
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Figure 24. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Pressures for 
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several points in this paper, it is rec_ognized that this mathematical 
model is inexact in several ways. For example, the presence of liquid 
droplets in the vapor core has been ignored in the analytical develop-
ment. In addition the two-phase flow is certainly not a simple-coupled 
one-dimensional system as it has been treated analytically in this paper. 
The excellent analytical-experimental·agreement obtained in spite of 
these.analytical simplifications is gratifying. The success of the 
present analytical treatment points the way to the development of a more 
precise analytical attack, which would include consideration of the 
variable liquid droplet entrainment in the vapor as well as two-
dimensional effects of velocity variation of liquid and vapor over the 
tube cross section. The intermittent interfacial wave action, which is 
a most complicated phenomenon, also needs to be treated analytically. 
One of the most serious obstacles to the success of this work that 
has been encountered is the problem of the empirical correlation of 
either the interfacial or wall shear stresses which occur with the con-
densation of a high velocity pure vapor in. a tube. The results of the 
analysis of this problem (which has been taken up at length in Appendix 
I)' indicate that further investigation of the flow mechanics of the wavy 
liquid layer, including the laminar sublayer, must be undertaken before a 
completely satisfactory evaluation of the local wall shear stress for 
condensing flow cah be made, The data presented give a clear indication 
of the very high degree of turbulence which occurs in the wavy annular 
liquid layer (see Figs. 46 and 47, pages 154.and 157). The empirical 
correlation (Fig. 49) obtained from this boundary layer analysis makes 
possi_ble the prediction of the local wall shear stress of the correct 
order of magnitude, but a still more precise correlation is needed. 
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The need for precision in thE;i determination of either the inter-
facial or wall shear stresses is emphatically demonstrateq. by Figs. 12 
and 14,which.show the very sharp change in overall pressure loss that 
can occur in a condenser tube as a: result o;f a small cha_nge in inter-
facial or wall shear stress. For example, Fig, 14 shows that for a 
constant wall friction fac.tor off = 0,004 an overall pressure loss of 
w 
7 psi from 29 psi at entrance.is calculated for complete condensation. 
For fw = 0.006 an overall pressure loss of 18 psi from 29·psi at 
entrance is calculated for the same condensing length. ·Thus, an in-
crease in wall friction factor of 50 percent resl,llted inan increase in 
overall pressure loss of about 250 percent. This unfavorable effect is 
directly related to the higher vapor velocities resulting from the de-
crease in vapor density acc.ompanyingthe fall in pressure caused by the 
increase in wall friction. The wall shear stress in turn is almost 
directly proportional to the squa;i:>e of the vapor velocity. Thus a 
circle of events is created which tends to magnify the effect of a 
cha_nge in wall friction on the p!'essµre losses occurring with a high 
velocity condensing vapor, Such sensitivity to wall friction factor 
would never be encountered in the flow of an incompressible homogeneous 
fluid. This result clearly demonstrates how important it is to predict 
the wall shear stress precisely in two-phase condensing flow. 
Conclusions 
1. In the high velocity condensing flow of a vapor, the vapor 
velocity and the static pressure may both rise and fall along the con-
densing le_ngth. The local position derivatives of these flow properties 
may, therefore, be both positive and negative at different axial 
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locations. Consequently,· considerable variation of the local interfacial 
and wall shear stresses may occur over the length of a condenser tube. 
For this reason, the use of overall average axial flow properties to 
estimate overall pressure drop in such a system will be likely to give 
unreliable results. By the analytical methods developed in this in-
vestigation, the pre$SU!'e distril:>Ution ove:r the full axial length of a 
condenser tube may be determined.· Hence, it is analytically possible to 
determine and compare the effe;ct on pressure distribution of the varia-
tion of such factor,s as: 1) total mass flow rate of fluid, 2) local 
heat transfer rate, and 3) the apparent roughness of the wavy inter-
facial surface. Figs. 12,14, and 16 have been included to demonstrate 
. the sharp effect on pressure distribution and overall pressure loss, 
caused by small variations of these variables. 
2. The condensation of a high velocity vapor in annular two-phase 
flow results in a momentum change which plays a significant role in the 
determination of both the local interfacial· and wall shear stresses. 
'J'his facto:r is not usually present in adiabatic, two-component, two-phase 
flow. 
3. The presence of a very high level of turbulence (e.g., IT '.1, 1) 
in the annular liquid layer surrounding a high velocity condensing vapo:r 
has been demonstrated (see Appendix I, page 163). As a result of this 
turbulence,a thin laminar liquid sublayer of a thickness.of the order of 
y+ ~ 1 evidently exists over the major portion of the condensing length. 
Because of the high turbulence and the :riesulting thin laminar sublayer, 
both the local wall shear stress and the surface coefficient of heat 
transfer have values as much as an order of magnitude, or more, greater 
than those found in single phase flow in a smboth tube for the same mass 
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flow rate of fluid per unit cross section. 
4. An empirical correlation for wall shear stress has been de-
veloped (Fig. 49, page 161) which may be used to predict the local wall 
shear stress necessary for a stepwise analytical solution of 
the mechanics of the complete condensing process. 
5. An empirical correlation for the local heat transfer co-
efficient in high velocity condensation is presented (Fig. 50, page 170). 
However, the correlation applies specifically to the condensation of 
HzO vapor in the two tube sizes for which data are given. Additional 
work needs to be done to generalize the correlation to other vapors and 
a wider range of tube sizes. 
6, The effect of the acceleration and/or deceleration of vapor and 
liquid, as well as momentum change during condensation, on the mechanics 
of two-phase flow with high vapor velocities needs to be investigated. 
7. Under certain conditions of high velocity flow with boiling, it 
has been shown that annular two-phase flow can occur. For these condi-
tions the analytical methods developed in this investigation could 
also be applied with some modifications. The method of numerical in-
tegration of the system of equations developed can proceed equally well 
in either direction--i.e., for either condensing or boiling flow. It 
remains to be demonstrated whether the annular mathematical model, em-
ployed with reasonable success for condensing flow in this investigation, 
can also. give useful results for boiling flow. 
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APPENDIX A 
E~PIRICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 
SATURATED VAPOR AND OF SATURATED LIQUID 
For the two-phase system with condensing pure vapors, it was assumed' 
that the two phases present were continuously in equilibrium at the satu-
ration state of the respective phase. For a rapidly expanding vapor 
near the entrance of a condenser tube this assumption may not always be 
true. It is well known that a dry saturated vapor may expand well into 
the saturated region before condensation begins at the so-called "Wilson 
Line." In the normal condenser tube this condition of supersaturation 
may or may not exist near the entrance to the tube. The qualititive ex-
perimental evidence observed during this investigation indicated that the 
region of supersaturation will usually constitute a very short section 
near the mouth of the condenser tube,and therefore a detailed examination 
of this very local phenomenon was not included in this investigation. 
After condensation has begun, the presence of liquid droplets as fog or 
mist in the vapor tends to insure a continuous,near equilibrium state for 
the saturated vapor. 
For the liquid layer on the inside tube surface,it is necessary that 
a temperature gradient exist in the direction normal to the tube surface. 
The degree of subcooling in the liquid layer will depend on the thickness 
of the layer, the rate of heat transfer, and the degree of turbulence in 
the layer. Since the physical properties of the liquid are not sharply 
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affected by small variations in pressure or temperature, the effect of 
subcooling on the physical properties in the liquid layer has been 
neglected. 
By plotting the available data on logarithmic graph paper it was 
discovered that simple empirical functions could be used to represent the 
physical and thermodynamic properties of the pure saturated vapor and 
liquid over moderate pressure ranges with satisfactory accuracy. The 
various properties have been expressed as simple power functions of the 
saturation pressure in each case. The value of the resulting pressure 
exponent for a particular property is not necessarily constant over a 
large range of pressures. Examination of such exponents, plotted in 
Figs. 27 through 29 for H20 and Figs. 30 through 34 for potassium, in-
dicates that no significant error will be incurred over the range of 
pressures encountered in any normal condenser tube by use of a mean value 
of the empirical exponent for the particular range of pressures involved 
(see also the discussion on page 18, Chapter II). The necessary functions 
are listed below. 
(1) Specific Enthalpy of Saturated Liquid 
Assuming the empirical function 
therefore, 




where the term~ has been introduced as the non-dimensional local pressure 
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ill 
By introducing the non-dimensional constant 
n -




(2) Specific Enthalpy of Saturated Vapor 
Assuming the empirical function 
h = C Pb 
v 2 
therefore, 
h /h = PIP b = 4>b v ve e 
or 
h = h q>b 
v ve 







h ve - v2 
ve 
(3) Latent Heat of Evaporation of Saturated Liquid 











hf /hf = (P/P )-c g ge e 
or 







(4) Density of Saturated Vapor 
Assuming the empirical function 
therefore 
or 
P = c pj 
v 4 
= PIP j 
e 
Introducing the non-dimensional constant 











where p1,the density of the liquid,is very nearly constant in the range 
of temperatures normally encountered in a condenser tube, 
therefore 
(5) Viscosity of Saturated Vapor 
Assumh7 the empirical function 
therefore 
P/P n = 4in 
e 
or 
· {6) Viscosity of Saturated Liquid 
Assuming the empirical function 
















THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR CONTINUITY OF TWO-PHASE 
STEADY FLOW IN A STRAIGHT TUBE 
Assumptions (see Fig. 2, page 6): 
(a) Flow is stead,y and one-climensional in each phase. 
(b) Pressure is constant across the tube at any point, i,e., at 
any radius, 
Applying the continuity equation first to the liquid phase and then 
to the vapor phase at any axial position leads to 
(liquid) (1B) 
(vapor) W = AV p v v v v (2B) 
Differentiating equations (:LB) and (2B) logarithmically, dividing by 
the differential length dL and assuming the liquid den$ity constant, 
equations (1B) and (2B) become: 
1 dWL 1 dAL 1 dV1 --=----+--WL dL AL dL VL dL (3B) 
and 
(4:B) 





dW = - dW L v (6B) 
and similarly for the tube of constant cross-sectional area 
(7B) 
therefore 
dA = - dA L v (SB) 
Combining equations (6B), (7B), and (SB) into (3B) leads to 
(9B) 
Rearrangement of (4B) results in the form 
1 dp 1 dV 1 dW 1 dA v v v v 
p dL + V dL - W dL + A dL = o 
v v v v 
(10B) 
Adding equations (9B) and (10B) leads to the continuity equation in 
differential form for combined liquid and vapor flow 
(11B) 
In order to write the combined continuity equation in non-dimensional 
form, the following substitutions are now made in equation (11B) 
X = L/D (Local tube length to diameter ratio) (12B) 
therefore, 
dL = DdX (13B) 
From Appendix A, equation (20A) is given as 
pv/pL =(p /p )~j = cr¢j ve L 
Differentiating (14B) logarithmically leads to 




Introducing a non-dimensional variable for the local average velocity in 
the annular liquid layer as follows: 
a.= V1/V ve 
By differentiating equation (16B) logarithmically, one obtains 
Introducing a non-dimensional variable for the local average vapor 
velocity in the vapor core 















Combining equations (1B) and (2B) results in the relation 
(WT - W )p V v v v 
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(22B) 
Now substituting from the non-dimensional equations (17A), (19A), (16B), 
(18B),and (?1B) leads to the ratio 
= 1 - e aa~j 
e a 
Equation (22B) may also be written in the foI'Ill 
Combining equations (23B) and (24B) leads to the useful expression 
(23B) 
(24B) 
A1 /Av _ .:.._ = .:.._ ~as~j _ 1J WL W W a (25B) 
v v 
By making use of the several expressions developed above,equation (11B) 
can now be written in non-dimensional foI'Ill as a function of the four 
dependent variables a, S, e, and~ as follows: 
[d crS~j da + 1 dS + 1 roei _ 1  de + j d~ _ 0 .-----;-J a.2 dX S dX e La j dX ~ dX (26B) 
Equation (26B) is then the normalized general foI'Ill for the combined con-
tinuity equation in annular two-phase flow with mass interchange between 
phases. 
APPENDIX C 
THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOMENTUM FOR rwo-PHASE STEADY 
FLOW IN A STRAIGHT TUBE WITHOUT GRAVITY FORCES 
vapor Phase Analysis 
Summation of forces acting in the axial flow direction for the vapor 
core (Gravity forces neglected, other assumptions same as in Appendix B, 
see--Fig. 35.): 
Positive Forces Negative Forces 
1. PA 1, (p + dP) (A - dA) v v v 
2. WV 2. (W + dW) (V + dV) v v v v v v 
3. V . (dW1) (1C) VJ. 
1+. (P + dP/2) (dA) v 
s. t n(D - dD /2)dL v v v 
Summing up the positive and negative forces, eliminating differen-
tials of higher order,and dividing throughout by dL leads to the differ~ 
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Liquid Phase Analysis 
Summation of forces acting in the axial flow direction for the 
annular liquid layer (see Fig. 36): 
Positive Forces Negative Forces 
1. PAL 1. (P + dP) (AL+ dAL) 
2, WLVL 2. (WL + dWL) (VL + dVL) 
3. (V vi) (dWL) 3. t 1rDdL (3C) w 
4. (P + dP/2)dAL 
5. 't" 1r(D - dD /2)dL v v v 
Again summing up the positive and negative forces, eliminating differ-
entials of higher order, and dividing throughout by dL results in the 
following expression: 
(4C) 
In the above equation, V . is the time average axial component of 
vi 
the velocity at which the condensed liquid particles or diffusional vapor 
molecules leave the vapor core and enter the liquid layer. This velocity 
could be anywhere between the vapor velocity in the core center and the 
interfacial liquid velocity. In this analysis it has been assumed that 
this interfacial velocity has a value of the order of magnitude of the 
time average interfacial axial liquid velocity. The chief support for 
this assumption is based .on the fact that the diffusional molecules 
leaving the vap~r core and entering the liquid layer could only travel a 
distance of one mean free path since their last molecular impact in. 
the vapor. For saturated steam vapor at 212°F, the mean free path of 
-6 the vapor molecules is about 2 x 10 inches. 
The experimental evidence shown in Figs. 3 and 4 indicates that 
liquid layer wave amplitudes are of the order of 0.020 inches or 
greater at vapor axial velocities of 300 to 1000 feet per seconG!.. 
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Comparing the liquid wave amplitude to the mean free path of the vapor 
molecule, it is seen that the vapor molecule would suffer a minimum of 
10,000 molecular impacts if it traveled strictly in a radial direction 
through this interfacial region of wave activity before entering the 
liquid layer. Considering these facts, it seems reasonable to con-
elude that the diffusional vapor molecule entering the liquid layer 
does so with an axial component of velocity of the same order of mag-
nitude as the interfacial liquid wave velocity. 
For want of more exact knowledge of the interfacial wave velocity, 
the following relation has been used: 
V, = 2V1 VJ: (SC) 
where v1 is, of course, the time and area average liquid layer velocity. 
A more precise evaluation of the interfacial velocity V. remains to be 
VJ. 
accomplished. Since the time average vapor velocity is of the order of 
one hundred times. greater than the similar liquid velocity the exact 
value of V. may not be of critical. importance in equation (4C) • 
. VJ. 




v ---- ( 6C) 




1rD2 = 4A =4W /p V T ve ve 
also introducing the non-dimensional constant 






again introducing the necessary non-dimensional terms of Appendix A, it 
is possible to write equation (2C) for vapor momentum in the form 
8 dS + (S - 2a) ~ + 8N d~ - 2f S3/2 v1e";I 
dX dX S~j dX - - v 
(10C) 
where all terms are non-dimensional and are as previously defined. 
Adding equations (2C) and (4C) leads to 
(11C) 
which can then be expressed in the non-dimensional form 
(1 - e) ~~ + e ~~ + (S - a)~~+ N ~! = -4Nll' (12C) 
This is the combined differential equation for momentum change in non-
dimensional form where f = T /P and f is a non-dimensional wall shear w e 
stress. The other non-dimensional terms are as previously defined. 
If a wall friction factor is defined by 
f - 2, /p v2 w w v v (13C) 
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then equation (12C) can be written. in the form 
aa. as ae acp _ 2 j 
(1 - e) ax+ e ax+ (8 - a) ax+ N ax - - 2fw8 <P (14C) 
Equation (14C) is the same as (12C) except that the non-dimensional wall 
shear stress f has been replaced by the more common wall friction factor 
f . 
w 
Either the vapor momentum equation (10C) or the combined momentum 
equation (14C) may be used as one equation in the system of four funda-
mental equations necessary to find a solution to the values of the flow 
properties over the condensing length. The choice of equations will de-
pend on the quality of the available empirical data for the local friction 
factors f or f. 
v w 
APPENDIX D 
THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF ENERGY TRANSFER FOR STEADY HIGH 
SPEED ANNULAR TWO-PHASE FLOW IN A STRAIGHT TUBE 
The total flow rate of energy E of the two-phase stream at any 
position L in the flow direction may be expressed by 
E = 
W V 2 
v v 
2 
This equation can be rewritten in non-dimensional 
through by WTV , thus ve 
E 1 - 8 813 2 hL 
Cl.2 (1 - 8) e = + --+ -+ 








Differentiating with respect to the tube length L and introducing 
I I · 
dE/dL = Q, where Q is the energy abstracted per unit length of tube at L, 
leads to the non-dimensional differential equation for energy 
1 2 da as · [13 2 - ci. 2 hv - hLj d8 
- DQ /WTVve = ci.(1 - 8) - + 138 - + + -
dX dX 2 V2 dX ve 
But from Appendix A 
+[ - e]dhL + _e dhv 








Also from Appendix A, 
therefore 
Again from Appendix A 
1 dh1 
---= 














h - h1 hf 








Introducing a non-dimensional expression for the rate of heat transfer 
through the tube wall 
I 
H = DQ /WTV 2 ( 6D ) ve 
and substituting from the above terms into equation (3D), leads to 
(1 - e)a. da. + ea dS + ~ + ~<s2 
dX dX' Ge 
~ be:e an(1 - e)~ d~ = _ 8 + ( 1 - b) + ( 1 - a) dX 
~ ~ 
(7D) 
This is the normalized differential equation for energy change with 
axial distance in the total two-phase flow. Note that the term His 
usually variable. If such is the case, an expression H = H(X) must be 
introduced to make possible a solution to the equation set. 
APPENDIX E 
THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION RELATING THE VELOCITY PRESSURES 
IN THE LIQUID AND VAPOR FLOW REGIMES 
Experimental investigation of the variation in both stagnation and 
stream (static) pressure in the interfacial region between the liquid 
and vapor phase in annular two-phase flow, indicateil that in the radial 
direction normal to the axial streamline, no discontinuity in the dynamic 
pressure occurred asthe pressure probe passed from the vapor core into 
the annular liquid layer. Fig. 37 shows the radial variation in the 
dynamic pressure across the diameter of a 0.550 I.D. condenser tube 
' 
measured by a hypodermic pressure probe. The evidence of Fig. 37 indi-
cates that no sharp change in the quantity (P - P) occurred as the probe 
0 
was moved in a radial direction from the vapor core across the inter-
facial region into the liquid layer and toward the tube wall. 
The determination of the relative magnitudes and variation of the 
quantity (P - P) across the condenser tube is an important factor in the 
0 
development of the mathematical model for this annular flow system. When 
the evidence cited in the previous paragraph is compared with the inde-
pendent analysis of the wall shear stress and velocity distribution in the 
liquid layer as developed in Appendix I, it is possible to construct a 
physical model for the annular two-phase system which leads to a mathe-
matical treatment that can be incorporated with the system of equations of 
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In accordance with the information reviewed in the two previous 
paragraphs it is now considered that the magnitude of the velocity pres-
sure (P 
0 
P) in the annular two-phase system decreases without disconti-
nuity in the radial direction from the axial center line of the tube to 
zero at the inside tube wall. 
For a vapor flowing at moderate velocities of up 
feet per second, a form of the Bernoulli equation 
sent the relation between the stagnation pressure 
Pas follows: 
v2 P P 
0 
-+ - = 
2 p p 
which may be written 





to several hundred 
be used to rep re-
and stream pressure 
(1E) 
(2E) 
Equation (2E) is therefore an expression for the velocity pressure 
for incompressible flow. For incompressible flow, the ratio 
p - p 
_o __ = 1 (3E) 
will be exact. Therefore, up to a vapor Mach number of about M = 0.3 the 
velocity pressure of the liquid and of the vapor at the annular interface 
may be related with sufficient accuracy by the expression 
(4E) 
where v1 . and V . are the time and mass average interfacial liquid and J. VJ. 
vapor velocities repectively. 
Considering the experimental measurements of wave speeds and wave 
heights reported by Robson and Hilding (31), it appears that the effective 
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liquid layer thickness should be taken at the crest height of. the liquid 
waves at a particular axial location. The wavy annular interface may be 
likened to the wall of a corrugated pipe with respect to the vapor flow. 
The mass average vapor velocity in the vapor core will then be determined 
by the available cross section area between the liquid wave crests. 
Because of th~ severe fluid turbulence generated by the interfacial waves 
in both the liquid and vapor regions, it appears that except at the tube 
wall, ther>e isno sharp radial variation of the mass average axial veloc-
ity of either vapor or liquid in its respective layer. This condition 
would appear to imply that a sharp discontinuity between vapor and liquid 
velocities must exist at the annular liquid-vapor interface. Such a 
discontinuity would be impossible in a uniform continuum. The actual 
interface, of course, consists only of the peak of a traveling liquid, 
wave; the peak of this wave having zero axial width. In the trough 
between the waves is a region of greatly reduced vapor velocity which 
serves as a kind of boundary layer to the vapor core and so evidently 
permits the existence of a mass average vapor velocity at the wave crest 
considerably in excess of either the wave velocity or the mass average 
liquid velocity at that location .• 
The analysis of Appendix I strongly indicates that for turbulent 
flow, i.e., o+ ~ 1, the mass average velocity in the liquid layer is vir-
tually ccmstant for a radial traverse from the liquid-vapor interface, 
i.e., + wave crest, to the very thin laminar sublayer of y 
VLi ~ VL • 
Introducing the constants 
V • /V 
Vl. V 
= 1; thus 
(SE) 
where c1 ~ 1 and Cv ~ 1 are assumed.to vary insignificantly relative to 
changes in the average axial vel9cities v1 and Vv'. and substituting in 
(4E) leads to . 
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= p (CV )2 v v v (6aE) 
which may be written in the form· 
VL •. 1 If c - _2:.. I\, 1 then K = -~ 1. Values of the ratio K have been L. v - p c p L v 
plotted against the total liquid fraction o. - e) over the condensing 
length for the several different tube sizes in Fig, 38, It should be 
noted that because of the wide differences between the density of the 
vapor and of the liquid, rather small errors in the experimental deter-
mination of the average velocity of the vapor will be reflected in quite 
large errors in the resulting determination of the average ve:)..ocity in 
the liquid layer. .such errors are magnified even more at the start of 
condensation when the liquid layer is very thin, Fig. 38 gives rather 
inconclusive support to the assumption of a constant ratio of K over 
p 
the condensing length of a particular condenser tube. 
Assuming the liquid density to be nearly constant and differenti-





Again, introducing the non-dimensional express.ions of Appendix A for the· 
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Equation (8E) is the normalized differential equation relating 
vapor and liquid velocity pressure at the interface between the two-flow 
regimes for low subsonic vapor velocities (M ~ 0.3). 
Equation (8E) and its compressible form (28E) have been applied in 
the analysis of the flow characteristics in the region of fully develop-
ed vapor and liquid turbulence. For the region of the developing larni-
nar annular liquid layer at the beginning of vapor condensation, a 
different analytical approach has been followed. For the analysis of 
the developing laminar annular liquid layer, see Appendix F. 
For compressible fluids, the ratio 
p - p 
0 
will increase steadily from unity as a function of the Mach number. The 
ratio has been plotted in Fig. 39 as a function of the Mach number for 
saturated steam vapor. The values of Fig. 39 were calculated from data 
taken from the tables of Thermodynamic Properties of Stearn by Keenan 
and Keyes (23). Isentropic compression from saturated vapor at the 
stream pressure P, to the stagnation pressure P , is assumed in this 
0 
calculation. 
In order to relate the velocity pressures of a liquid and a corn-
pressible vapor, it was expected that it would be necessary to represent 
the curve of Fig. 39 by an empirical polynomial function of the vapor 
Mach number and then to incorporate this function into the differential 
equation derived from the expression for equal velocity pressures. It 
was discovered, however, that an expression derived from perfect gas re-
lations would accurately describe the actual ratio for saturated steam 
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from the well-known relation for isentropic flow of a perfect gas, a 
functional relation has been derived for a compressible vapor. For 
isentropic flow of a perfect gas 
PIP= (1 + k - 1 M2)k/k-1 
o 2 (9E) 
or 
(10E) 
where k is the isentropic exponent and is not necessarily constant for 
all pressure ranges of the pure vapor. Subtracting P from both sides 
and also dividing by P results in the equation 
po ; p • ~ 1 + k ; 1 M2) k/k-1 _ ~ (11E) 
For a perfect gas M = 6' where the sonic velocity C = ikRT; therefore, 
M2 = v2/kRT. Now dividing both sides of equation (11E) by M2 and also 
substituting the perfect gas equation P = pRT leads to the equation 
P -P 2 [ . J o = _ (i + k - 1 M2)k/k-1 _ 1 
V2/2 · kM2 . 2 .. 
Pv v 
(12E) 
By use of l'Hospital's rule, it is easily shown that when M ~ o, 
equation (12E) reduces to 
p - p 
_o __ = 1 (3E) 
P v2 12 v v 
which is identical to equation (3E),as is required, Values of the ratio 




have been calculated by equation (12E) for saturated steam vapor up to 
M = 2.0 for a pressure P = 10 psia and also P = 100 psia (see Fig. 39). 
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The agreement is surprisingly close between the values calculated from 
steam table data and by use of the perfect gas based equation (12E). 
Evidently equation (12E) gives a satisfactory expression for the velocity 
pressure of pure saturated steam vapor up to a Mach number of 2 and a 
vapor pressure of at least 100 psia. 
Again making use of the experimentally observed phenomenon of the 
equality of velocity pressures across the liquid-vapor interface in 
.annular two-phase flow (see Fig. (37), thus 
(P0 - P) (liquid phase) 
For the incompressible liquid 
= ,(P - P) (vapor phase) 
0 
p - p = P c2 v2 ;2 o L L L 
(13E) 
and also substituting from equations (SE) and (12E) into (13E), leads to 
the expression 
= P c2v2 {-2- r(1 + k - 1 M2 l/k~1 - 1] } 
v v v kM2 L 2 (14E) 
where the constants CL and Cv are defined the same as before and are 
assumed to vary insignificantly relative to the time average velocities 
VL and Vv over the condensing length. 
Considering the terms CL, Cv' pL' and k as constant and differenti-
, 
ating (14E) logarithmically results in the equation 
dVL dp dV 2dM k(1 + k; 1 M2)1/k-l MdM 
2 ~- = ~ + 2 ~ - ~ + ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
v L pv vv M 
The vapor Mach number, M, as defined previously is 
v 
v 




where C is the sound speed in the vapor. Differentiating (16E) logarith-
mically gives 
dM av v de 
which also may be written 
v av v2ac 
MdM = _v_v_ - -3__ 
c2 c3 
Substituting (18E) in (15E) leads to 
(17E) 
(18E) 
tv av v2acj v v v --c2 c3 (19E) 
Fig. 40 shows the variation of sound speed versus pressure in dry 
saturated steam. This curve can be approximated by the function 
C = 1432Po.oao (20E) 
where C is the velocity in feet per second and P the saturation pres-
sure in psia. From a pressure of 1 psia to a pressure of 100 psia, this 
expression (20E) has a maximum error of about± 4 feet per second or 
± 0.25 percent. In general, therefore, 
C = BPt 
where Bandt are constants. 
' 
. Differentiating equation (21E) logarithmically gives 
dC _ t dP _ t dq> 
c- r- r 
where 4> is the normalized pressure as 
Making use of the definition M = 
defined in Appendix A. 
v 

































SONIC VELOCITY, C : J<!!.) = JkVP ,,,. . . 
FOR THIS CURVE THE VALUE OF k HAS 
IEEN DETERMINED FROM FIGURE 8 , 
PAGE 82 , REF. 2 3 
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Figure 40.. Sonic Velocity in Saturated Vapor Versus Pressure 
V dV /C 2 = M2 dS 
v v s 
where S = V /V and is the normalized vapor velocity. v ve 




Again drawing on the empirical property functions of Appendix A for 
the vapor density, 
where P is the particular inlet vapor density. Differentiating (17A) ve 
logarithmically yields 
d I . d<I> p p = J -;r--v v 'I' 
For purposes of simplification, it is useful to define a secondary 
variable 
1 
k(1 + k ; 1 M2)i<=I' 
s - ------------
~1 + k ; 1 M2)k/k-1_ 1J 
Now substituting equations (23E), (24E), (25E), and (26E) into 
equation (19E) results in the normalized form 
2da. = J. d<I> + 2t d<I> + SM2 fds _ t d<Pl 
a. ~ <t> Ls <t>J 
L Rearranging (27E) and dividing through by dX where X = D' the local 





The quantity SM2 is a secondary dependent variable which is a function 
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of the local vapor velocity and the particular isentropic exponent of 
the vapor. For saturated pure vapor, the isentropic exponent may be 
taken at an average value over the range of pressures encountered in a 
particular condenser tube. By use of l'Hospital's rule, it can be shown 
that at low velicities (M -+ 0). the variable SM2 reduces to SM2 = 2. The 
differential equation (2SE) then reduces to 
(SE) 
This is identical to equation (SE) derived at the beginning of this 
Appendix for an incompressible vapor, 
Equation (2SE) must be applied in the analysis of two-phase flow 
characteristics for fully developed turbulent flow whenever the vapor 
velocity is such that the ratio 
p - p 
0 
p v2;2 v v 
is significantly greater than unity, 
APPENDIX F 
INITIAL LIQUID BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATION 
Assuming that liquid condensate flows in an annular cross section 
with an area AL and a thickness o, then 
{1F) 
which reduces to 
(2F) 
The rate of flow of liquid condensate WL can then be expressed 
(3F) 
Differentiating (3F) logarithmically and assuming PL varies insignifi-
cantly results in 
dWL do dVL do 
WL - 6 + VL - (D - o) (4F) 
When o is small relative to D, i.e., o<<D, (4F) reduces to 
dWL do dVL 
--=-+--
WL o VL 
(5F) 
The f o 11 o w in g · well-known non-dimensional universal distri-






In the present analysis the upper li'mit of y+ will bey+= o+ at y = o, 
where o is the local liquid layer thickness for the annular liquid layer. 
In Appendix I it is shown that y+ = V~ up toy+~;. For the region 
h + . ~+ < h were y = u = 1, t erefore 
(BF) 
where v1 i is the time average interfacial liquid velocity. This linear. 
relation (BF) requires that the time and area average liquid velocity 
v1 equal one-half the time average interfacial liquid velocity v1 i 
for the very thin laminar liquid layer, thus 
(9F) 
The laminar liquid boundary layer thickness may, therefore, be expressed. 
by 
0 = 
Differentiati_ng ( 10F) logarithmically gives 








At the beginni_ng of vapor condensation the total liquid flow w1 is a 
very small quantity with virtually negl_igible momentum. In this region, 
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therefore, it may be assumed that, =, . If the vapor flow begins to 
v w 
develop a boundary layer in either laminar or turbulent flow after inlet 
to a condenser tube, the vapor friction factor may be expressed in the 
form 
f = Cf/(Re ) 8 v vx (13F) 
where Cf ands are particular constants and the length Reynolds number 
is Re = V p L/µ , The wall shear stress may then be expressed in terms vx v v v 
of the vapor friction factor as follows: 
, =, = f p v2;2 = c p v2;2(Re )8 w v v v v f v v vx (14F) 
Differentiating (14F) logarithmically and neglecting the variation: in 
dynamic viscosity leads to the expression 
d, dV dp dL w (2 - s) v (1 - s) v -- = --+ s-
T v Pv L w v 
(15F) 
Now substituting (15F) into (12F) gives 
dV1 dV dW1 dp dL 
(2 - v (1 - s) v 2-- s) - - WL - -- - s L VL v Pv v (16F) 
Again normalizing the terms of (16F) and dividing by dL results in the 
differential equation 
(17F) 
In most cases the region of the developing laminar annular liquid 
layer is so short, i.e., several diameters or less, that the variation 
in vapor velocity and density over this length may be neglected. Equa-
tion (17F) may then be simplified to the form 
(18F) 
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_If the initial vapor boundary layer develops in laminar flow from the 
tube entrance, the .constant s has the value s = ~. If the vapor layer 
develops in turbulent flow, s = 1/5. 
If the vapor flow enters the condensi.ng .l".egion in fully developed 
laminar or turbulent flow, the initial boundary layer equation will take 
still another form. Burbank and Hildi_ng ( 4 ) have derived an expression 
for the liquid boundary layer equation for fully developed laminar or 
turbulent vapor flow. For the turbulent flow of steam in smooth pipes 
at moderate pressures , the equation. given is 
2 da 1.75 dS + 1 de (0.732) d<I> _ 
a dX - f3 dX 1 - e dX - <I> dX - O (19F) 
for fully developed laminar vapor flow at the b_eginning of condensation, 
the liquid boundary layer equation given is 
2 da } da· XS + 1 de O a dX - .., 1 -- e dX = (20F) 
If the variation in stream pressure and vapor velocity are neglected 
over the short le_ngth of'. the developing liquid boundary layer, equations 
(19F) and· (20F) both simplifiy to the form 
1 da + 1 de 
a dX 1 - e dX = 0 
( 21F) , 
Except foo the right-hand term of (18F), equations (18F) and (21F) are 
identical. In equation (18F), the term i plays a stro_ng role since the 
L value becomes infinite at the tube entrance where X = D = o. 
For the int_egrated solutions presented in this paper, equation 
(17F),. with ~! ~ 0, has been used for the region up to (~;+ = 1. The 
values=\ has been assumed for a laminar development of the flow in 
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the vapor core starting at zero tube le_ngth. For turbulent development 
of the vapor core the values= 1/5 has been used. 
Either form of the initial liquid boundary layer equation must be 
limited in application to the region of developi_ng laminar liquid flow, 
In the numerical solution of the system of equations, 
it is necessary, therefore, to determine the axial position at which the 
liquid interface will begin to become turbulent. From this point, the 
equation of equal interfacial velocity pressures may be employed (see 
Appendix E) • 
Rearra_ngi_ng equation (6F) and, since y+ = o+ at y = 
+2 JJt O 
o, then 
(22F) 
At the start of condensation a linear development of the velocity 
distribution in the very thin liquid layer.has been assumed. Thus equation 
(9F) gives VLi = 2VL and equation (10F) relates the liquid layer thick-
ness with the average liquid layer velocity as follows: 
0 = 2)J V /T -· L L w (10F) 
In addition, the continuity equation for the very thin annular liquid 
layer, equation (3F), may be simplified to 
(23F) 
Combini_ng equations (10F), (22F), and (23F), the local liquid flow 
rate can be expressed as a function of the dimensionless liquid layer 
thickness + o , thus 
(24F) 
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An expression for the local liquid flow rate as a function of the 





hf + y2 /2J . ge ve · 
(2G) 
Assu1dng this equation holds with sufficient accuracy over the first 
few diameters of the condensing le.ngth, i.e., w1 = l!.W1 in this region,and 
equating (24F) and (2G) leads to the equation 
(25F) 
Equation (25F) may be solved for the initial dimensionless distance X 
over which the developing liquid layer remains in a laminar flow. The 
+ value o = 1 has been used in the solutions presented in this thesis. 
APPENDIX G 
CALCULATJ:ON OF INITIAL CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR DIGITAL COMPUTER 
SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF CHANGE 
A direct analytical integration of the system of non-linear 
differential equations of change developed in this investigation and 
summarized in Table II, page 20, is not known. However, it is possible 
to find approximate solutions of sufficient accuracy by employing numer-
ical methods of solution. Beginning with dry saturated vapor at the 
entrance of a condenser tube, the system of equations of Table II may be 
solved numerically by use of a digital computer. The following informa-
tion must be specified to permit programming a solution for a proposed 
condenser tube: 
1. Tube I.D. (D) 
I 
2. Local heat transfer rate per unit length (Q) 
3. Inlet static pressure of saturated vapor (P) 
4. Inlet average steam velocity or total mass flow rate (WT) 
5, A suitable correlation for determining the local interfacial 
shear stress (T ) or local wall shear stress (T ) 
v w 
6. Empirical data on the thermo-physical properties of the parti-
cular saturated vapor and its saturated liquid 
Examination of the equations of Table II reveals that singularities 
in the values of several of the coefficients will exist at the beginning 
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of condensation when the total quality is unity (0 = 1) and the liquid 
velocity is zero. This situation presents no difficulty for a direct 
integration process, but cannot be handled with a numerical solution on 
a digital computer. It is possible to avoid the problem of coefficient 
singularities by establishi_ng finite values of these coefficients at a 
very short length increment after the beginni_ng of condensation by the 
method outlined below. It should be pointed out that ordinarily it is 
not possible to b_egin the numerical solution in the middle of a condenser 
tube since the vaiues of the normalized dependent variables are always 
related to the conditions at a total quality of unity at the onset of 
condensation. A condenser tube which is expected to receive wet vapor 
may, of course, be designed from the point at which the expected total 
inlet quality corresponds to the quality of the analytical solution. 
In order to establish finite coefficients at the start of the 
numerical sol"l,ltic;m process, the equation of energy conservation is 
applied to the process of condensation of a small fraction of saturated 
inlet vapor, thus 
I 
I 
Q 61 = 6W 1 !ch - h1) + L ve 
v 2_v2] ve 1. 
2J 
(1G) 
where Q is the heat transfer rate per unit axial tube length and 61 is 
a small but finite increment of length usually a tenth of a diameter or 





hfge + 2J 
(2G) 
where hf is the latent heat of condensation taken at the inlet satu-
. ge 
ration pressure. The local quality e at 61 will, therefore, be 
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I 
w w - WL Q 61 
e v T 1 = -= = -
WT WT v 2 
(3G) 
WT (hf + 
ve ) 
. ge 2J 
From the equation of continuity 
pLVLAL = WL (4G) 
and for the thin annular liquid layer near the tube entrance the cross 
section area is 
For the developing laminar liquid layer, 
dV1 
T : µ --
W L dy 
Assuming a linear development of the velocity in the very thin liquid 




where v1 i is the time average interfacial liquid velocity and, therefore, 
(BG) 
If it is assumed that a laminar vapor layer begins to develop from the 
leading edge of the tube mouth, the local interfacial vapor shear stress 
can be expressed as 
T 
v r p lsj~ ve ve µve (9G) 
At the start of condensation the small amount of low velocity liquid has 
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virtually negligible momentum and, therefore,, ~, . 
w v 
Combining equations (4G), (5G), and (8G) leads to the following 
expression for liquid 
(10G) 
The normalized local velocity in the developing laminar liquid layer 
may then be .represented by 
(11G) 
As indicated above 'w ~ 'v; this quantity is given by either equation (9G) 
or whatever equation is suitable for the starting vapor shear stress. 
The mass flow rate of vapor is expressed by the equation 
p A V = W = W - W v v v v T L (12G) 
The vapor core cross section is related to the tube cross section area by 
A = A - A v L (13G) 
It is, therefore, possible to find an expresslon for the local vapor 
velocity in its normalized form, thus 
Vv WT - WL WT - WL 
S = -V - = _p_A_V_ = p V (A - A1 ) ve v v ve v ve 
(14G) 
Actually the vapor velocity changes very little over the very short in-
crement near the tube entrance, i.e., S ~ 1, 
For a developing laminar vapor layer near the tube entrance, it may 
be shown by simple integration that the average shear stress over an 
interval beginning at zero length is twice the local value, thus 
T = 2, (15G) 
v v 
Writing the momentum equation over the short increment ~L, leads to 
(P - P )A - T ,rD~L = W1 (v1 - V ) e L v ve 
(16G) 
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This expression neglects any small changes in the vapor velocity over the 
small increment LiL. 






In order to. establish a numerical value for~ from equation (17G) it is 
first necessary to evaluate Tv numerically by use of equation (15G). 
For a very short, finite, initial incriement LiL, equations (3G), 
(11G), (14G), and (17G) may be used to establish finite values for the 
normalized dependent variables a, S, e, and~.· The coefficients of 
each term of the several differential equations of change. given in 
Table II will then have-finite values,and the numerical solution may 
be started on a d_igi tal computer. 
If the vapor is in fully developed laminar or turbulent flow at the 
start of condensation, a similar analysis .can be made usi_ng the proper 
expression for the interfacial vapor shear stress at the b_eginni_ng of 
. condensation. 
APPENDIX H 
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR HIGH VELOCITY 
STEAM CONDENSATION IN SMALL TUBES 
Most of the useful experimental data gathered during this 
investigation, as well as the information calculated from the data, is 
included in Tables IV through XVII, at the end of this Appendix. The 
data were recorded for the condensation of water vapor entering the con-
denser tube at pressures from about 20 to 100.psia in the saturated 
vapor state. The vapor was usually condensed to liquid water at exit 
pressures of about one atmosphere or higher. Condensing test data are 
included for condenser tubes of 0.190, 0.550, and 1.025 inches I.D. (see 
Table III for complete dimensions). The required length for complete 
condensation varied from about 5 to 20 feet. Vapor velocities up to and 
in excess of sonic velocity in saturated water vapor were calculated. 
For each test, experimental data on local pressure and temperature 
measurements over the condensing length are reported for the condensing 
vapor. Also, temperature measurements in the cooling water over the 
condensing length are given,as well as the flow rates of both condensate 
and cooling water. From the heat balance on the cooling water taken at 
axial intervals along the condensing length, the total energy removed 
from the vapor. Q1 , up to each axial position L, was calculated. 
From the primary experimental data described above,a number of 
secondary calculations were made to determine local values of the 
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desired variables. The details of these computations are described in 
the following pages. A list of the recorded and computed data is given 
on the following page. 
Recorded and Computed Data 
For the experimental tests conducted on condensing steam, the 
followi_ng data were recorded in most tests : 
1. axial distance along tube from onset of condensation (L) 
2. local static pressure (P) 
3. local stagnation pressure (P) 
0 
4. local condenser tube wall ternperatur>e crw) 
5. local cooling water> temperatur>e (T) . c 
6. total flow r>ate of condensate at exit (WT) 
7. total flow rate of cooling water (W) c 
From the above data the following information was computed fo:r> 
most tests: 
I 
1. local heat transfer r>ate (Q) 
2. local liquid flow rate (W1 ) 
3. local vapor flow rate (W) v 
local vapor velocity (V) v 4. 
5. local average liquid velocity (VL) 
6. local vapor cone cross section (A) 
v 
7. local liquid layer> thickness (o) 
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9, local superficial wall friction factor (f) and shear stress (T ) w w 
10. local vapor Reynolds number (Re) 
v 
I 
11. local superficial vapor> Reynolds number (Re) 
.v 




Method of Computation 
1. Local Vapor Velocity - (V) 
v 
For the local saturation pressure P the local saturated vapor 
enthalpy h is determined from the steam tables of reference (23). 
v 
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Assuming is,;:ntropic compression of the saturated vapor in the mouth of 
the stagnation pressure probe from the static pressure P to the 
stagnation pressure P, the stagnation ehthalpy h is then determined 
O VO 
at P • The equation of energy conservation may be solved explicitly 
0 
for the vapor velocity, thus 
V = i2J(h - h) 
V VO V 
(1H) 
This then is the local vapor velocity obtained from the pressure probe 
measurements. 
2. Local Vapor Flow Rate - (W) 
v 
From the law of energy conservation 
(2H) 
where Em is the total energy rate of the steam at the condenser tube 
J. 
entrance h is the stagnation enthalpy of the supply steam and QL voe 
is the total rate of heat removed up to L feet. From the principle of 
conservation of mass 
(3H) 
and since WT is a measured quantity, Wv is given by 
w v 
WT(h - hL) - QL voe · = ~~~~-~~~~~ 
h - hL + V2 /2J v v 






Equation (4H) has been used to determine the local vapor flow rate W 
v 
of the remaining vapor in each case. 
3. Local Vapor Cone Cross Section - (A) 
v 
From the equation of continuity 
W = p A V v v v v 
solving for the vapor area A gives 
v 
A = W /p V v v v v 
(6H) 
( 7H) 
4. Local Liquid Flow Rate and Local Liquid Cross Section Area - (WL 
and AL) 
The quantity WL can now be determined directly by rearranging 
equation ( 3H) 
and the local liquid cross section AL is calculated by use of the 
relation 





5. Local Mean Liquid Velocity and Local Thickness of the Annular 
Liquid Layer (v1 and o) 
Solving the equation for the mass flow rate of the liquid ex-
plicitly for VL gives 
(9H) 
Equation ( 2F) may also be solved for the local thickness of the annular 
liquid layer, and can then be written in the form 
0 = (10H) 
The necessary information for evaluati_ng equations (9H) and (10H) 
is given by equations (3H) and (SH) above. 
6. Local Interfacial Vapor Friction Factor - (f) 
v 





P v2;2 v v. 
( 6C) 






In order to compute local values of either the interfacial shear 
stress T from equation (2C), or f from equation (11H), from experi-
v v 
mental data, it is necessary to determine each of the terms occurring 
in the above equation from the experimental data. The method of evalu-
ati_ng local flow properties has been outlined earlier in this Appendix. 
The local derivatives of the same properties must be found by graphical 
means from suitable plots of the several properties or by curve fitti_ng 
approximation equations from which the derivatives can be found by 
differentiation. 
7. Local Superficial Wall Friction Factor - (f) w 
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Solvi_ng the combined momentum equation (11C) explicitly for the 
superficial wall friction factor f , leads to the expression w 
-2 
tL 
dVL dV dW @J f w v (V - v ) v A (12H) = dL + v dL + dL + w 
nDp v2 v L dL 
v v 
Computation of T and/or f from experimental data must be done by w w 
the same methods as used in computing the interfacial friction factor. 
8. Local Vapor Reynolds Number - (Re) 
v 
The local vapor Reynolds number is defined by the expression 
Re =VD p /µ v v v v v (13H) 
The quantities on the right-hand side of this equation are taken 
from the computed local flow properties and from tables of the physical 
properties of saturated vapor taken at the local static pressure. 
I 
9. Local Superficial Reynolds Number - (Re) 
v 
The local superficial vapor Reynolds number is defined by the 
expression 
I 
Re - V Dp /µ v v v v (14H) 
This definition is identical to the definition of the ordd.nary vapor 
Reynolds number except that the inside tube diameter has replaced the 
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vapor cone diameter. This definition,used by many earlier investigators, 
is written as th~ugh the vapor fraction flows in the condenser tube 
without the liquid bei_ng present, thus 
Re =GD/µ (15H) v v v 
In this definition the quantity Gv is the average local vapor mass flow 
rate per unit area, based on the tube cross section. In most experi-
mental work conducted by other invest_igators, no attempt has been made 
to measure the actual vapor velocity and so no alternative to the use 
of the above Reynolds number definition (14H) was possible. 
* 10. The Local Heat Transfer Coefficient of the Condensing Vapor - (h.) 
l. 
Two methods were used for computi_ng the local coefficient of heat 
·* transfer h. for the condensing vapor. The first method,which will be 
l . 
called the direct method, requires measurement of the outside surface 
temperature of the inner or condenser pipe. Only heat exchangers No. 2 
and No. 4 were instrumented so as to measure this temperature directly. 
The local rate of heat flow in the radial direction at any point along 
the pipe was determined by taking the product of the cooling water flow 
rate in the annulus and the local axial temperature gradient of the 
cooli_ng water. The axial gradient was determined graphically and/ or by 
a curve fitting technique from the recorded experimental data on the 
temperature of the cooling water. Using the well-known equation for 
radial heat flow through a cylindric wall, the temperature drop flT 
cu 
across the wall was calculated. Adding the drop in temperature across 
the wall to the measured outside wall temperature gives the inner sur-
face temperature of the condenser pipe. 
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Using the local heat transfer rate per foot of tube Q as deter-
mined by the method outlined above, the local surface coefficient of 
.,,,, 
heat transfer hi was then derived from the defining equation 
.,,,, 
Solving for h. gives 
l 
' .,,,, 
Q = h.1rD.(T - T ) 






1rD.(T - T ) 
l v w 
(16H) 
(17H) 
Note that O is the local radial heat transfer flux in BTU per hour, 
foot. D. is the inner diameter of the condenser tube, T is the local 
l v 
saturation temperature of the condensing vapor, and T is the local in-. w 
side wall temperature determined by the method outlined above. 
The second method,which will be called the indirect method, requires 
the calculation of the temperature drop across the cooling water film on 
the outside of the condenser tube. The local temperature drop across 
the cooling water film was determined by dividing the local rate of 
radial heat flow per foot of tube by the local outside cooling water 
i: 
surface coefficient of heat transfer h0 • (See succeeding paragraphs for 
.,,,, 
the method of determining h .) Having indirectly determined the outer 
. 0 
surface temperature of the condenser tub~ the procedure is then identi-
cal with that of the direct method of calculation described above. 
For the two condenser heat exchangers (Nos. 1 and 3) not instru-
mented with condenser tube surface thermocouples, it was necessary to 
experimentally determine a correlation for the outside surface heat 
:,'; 
transfer coefficient h. For these two heat exchangers, tests were con-
o 
ducted using hot water in the condenser tube cooled by cold water in the 
annulus between the inner and outer tubes. It was assumed that the 
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dimensionless correlation for a hot liquid flawing inside the circular 
condenser tube was known with good accuracy. For example, in turbulent 
flow in a tube the correlation 
(18H) 
is well documented (22) for the conditions encountered in this test. The 
local rate of radial heat flow can be determined from either the heated 
or cooled stream, since the flow rate of both streams as well as the 
local axial temperature distribution in each stream was recorded. Em-
ploying the common expression for fluid-to-fluid heat transfer through 
a circular wall, the local coolant surface coefficient was calculated. 
The equation is as follows: 
I 1r(Th - Tc) 
Q = (19H) 
1 1n(D /D.) 1 
O l 
--r+ + --r 
D h 2k D.h. 
0 0 w l l 
;'( 






2k - D.B. 
w l l 
(20H) 
,': 
For the correlation of the outside surface coefficient h the j 
0 
factor or Colburn number was used. This dimensionless heat transfer 
number is defined by 
Co = j = ( t /V p C) ( Pr') 2 I 3 ( µ Iµ ) o '14 = f ( D p VIµ ) 
o w e ( 21H) 
whereµ is taken at the outside wall surface temperature of the condenser 
w 
tube. The equivalent diameter is D = (D2 - D ), where D2 is the inside · e o . 
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diameter of the outer tube of the annulus and D is the outer diameter 
0 




Test 71052 0.550 inches I.D. Tube 
Counterflow coolant Coolant rate= 2.40 lbrn/sec. 
Condensing length 11.1 ft. 
L x T p p )JV µL c 0 
DIST L/D TCOOL PSTAT PST AG VPVISC LQVISC 
(FEET) (DEGF) (PSlA) (PSIAl (LBF-SEC/SQFT) 
01000 01000 105.20 36•40 44187 012733E-06 014484E-05 
01125 2,727 104oll 35199 44185 012731E-06 014498E•05 
01250 51455 103005 35,58 44178 0,2728E-06 0,4512E-05 
01375 80182 102,02 35,17 44166 012725E•06 014527E-05 
01500 10,910 101.00 34,75 44149 012722E-06 Oo45lf2E-05 
01750 161365 99,03 33191 44103 Oo2716E-06 Oo4573E-05 
11000 21,820 97,14 33106 43,43 012709E-06 0,4606E-05 
11250 271275 95-32 32.18 lf2, 71 0•2706E-06 014o40E-05 
11500 321730 93,56 31129 41190 012696E-06 0,4677E-05 
1'750 38,185 91,85 30138 41101 0126881:-06 Oo4716E-05 
21000 43,640 90ol8 29144 40108 012681E-06 0,4758E•05 
21250 491094 88156 28149 39,10 012673E•06 0,4802E•05 
21500 541549 86,96 27,51 38111 012664E•06 0,4849E•05 
21750 60,004 85,40 26,52 37tl0 0,2655E-06 0,4900E•05 
31000 651459 83,86 25150 3c,o9 Oe2646E•06 0,4955E•05 
31500 761369 80184 23143 34al0 0,2626E-06 Oo507SE•05 
41000 87,279 77,87 21133 32118 012603E•06 0,5214E•05 
41500 98ol89 74195 19121 30136 012579E-06 0,5374E-O: 
51000 1091099 72,06 17114 28164 012553E-06 Oo555SE•05 
5,500 120,009 69022 15115 27103 Oo2526E-06 015760E•05 
61000 1301919 66,42 13130 25,50 0,2497E•06 0,598SE•05 
61500 141,828 63,70 11167 24,03 0,2469E•06 0,6224E-05 
61750 147,283 62,38 10195 23132 0,2455E-06 0,634:3E•05 
71000 152,738 61108 10132 22162 012443E-06 Oo6457E•05 
71250 1581193 59.82 9,78 21193 Oe2432E•06 0,6553E•05 
71500 1631648 58,61 9135 21124 0,2422E-06 016654E•05 
71750 169,103 57044 9103 20157 012415E•06 0,6724E·O~ 
81000 1741558 56133 8184 19190 0,2411E•06 0,6768E·O~ 
81250 180,013 55,29 9102 19025 0,2415E-06 0,6726E•05 
81500 185,468 54.31 10165 18,61 0•2450E-06 0,6397E•05 
8,750 1901923 53,41 1 lt40 17,99 0,24q4E-06 0,6266E•05 
91000 196,378 52,61 12102 17,40 012475E-06 0,6l68E•05 
9,250 2011833 51,90 12,52 16,83 Oo2484E-06 0,6094E•05 
9,500 207,288 51 .31 12192 16,31 0,2491E-06 0,6037E•05 
9,750 212,743 50,83 13•25 15,84 012496E•06 Oo5992E•05 
10,000 218tl98 50149 13,52 15143 012501E"'06 Oa5956E•05 
101250 223,653 50,30 13175 15,10 012504E•06 0,5926E•05 
101500 229,108 50,25 13198 14187 0,2508E•06 0,5898E•05 
101750 234,563 50,18 14120 14176 012511E•06 0,5870E-05 
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Test 71852 0.550 inches I.D. Tube 
Counterflow coolant Coolant rate= 2.33 lbm/sec. 
Condensing length 7.1 ft. 
L x T p p µv µL c 0 
DIST LID TCOOL PS TAT PST AG VPVISC LQVlSC 
(FEET! (DEGFl (PSIAl <PSIA) (LBF-SEC/SQFTl 
01000 OtOOO 86t33 18161 24.58 0,2572E-06 Oe5423E-05 
01125 21727 84e56 18155 24157 012571E-b6 Oe5428E-05 
01250 51455 82,94 18147 24156 Oe2570E-06 Oe5436E-05 
Oe375 81182 Ble45 18135 24e54 012569E•06 0,5445E•05 
01500 101910 80008 18122 24149 012567E•06 0,5457E•05 
01625 131637 7Bo83 18106 24141 012565E•06 0,5471E•05 
01750 161365 77168 17188 24133 Ot2563E-06 Ot5487E•05 
01875 191092 76,64 17169 24124 012560E•06 015504E•05 
11000 2 lt 8 20 75,68 17149 24116 0,2558E•06 Oe5522E•05 
11125 241547 74t80 17128 23196 0,2555E•06 0,5542E•05 
11250 27,275 74,00 17105 23174 0,2552E•06 0,5563E•05 
le375 301002 73,26 16183 23150 012549E•06 Ot5585E•05 
11500 32,730 72,58 16159 23124 Oe2546E•06 0,5607E•05 
11625 35,457 71,95 16136 22196 012543E•06 0,563lE•05 
11750 38el85 71, 37 16113 22167 012540E-06 0,5E.55E•05 
11875 40,912 70,83 15189 22137 012563E•06 015679E•05 
21000 43,640 70,32 15167 22t07 012533E-06 Oe5703E•05 
21125 46,367 69,84 15144 21175 012530E•06 0,5727E•05 
21250 49,094 69t39 15122 21143 012527E•06 Oe575lE•05 
21500 54e549 68,52 14181 20179 01252lE-06 Oe579BE•05 
2,750 601004 67170 14143 20,15 012515E•06 0,5842E•05 
3,000 65t459 66,89. 14,10 19152 012510E-06 0,5882E•05 
31250 701914 66,07 13183 18191 012506E-06 0,5916E•05 
31500 761369 65.22 13160 18134 012502E•06 O, 594·5E•05 
31750 8lt824 64032 13144 17e80 012499E-06 0, 5%6E•05 
41000 87.279 63,37 13133 17,31 Oe2498E•06 Oe598lE•05 
4t250 92e734 62137 13,28 16186 012497E•06 015987E•05 
41500 98,189 61.32 13128 16147 012497E•06 015987E•05 
41750 1031644 60123 13,34 16112 012498E•06 Oo5980E•05 
51000 109,099 59, ll 13143 15e82 012499E•06 0,5968E•05 
51250 1141554 57198 13e56 15157 012501E-06 Oo595lE•05 
51500 1201009 56e87 13171 15136 012504E•06 015932E•05 
51750 1251464 55.80 13187 15,18 0,2506E•06 0159llE•05 
61000 l30t919 54081 14103 15,02 Oe2509E•06 0,5891E•05 
61250 136.374 53.95 14118 14,89 012511E•06 Oo58HE-05 
61500 1411828 53,24 14,29 14e76 0,2513E•06 0,5859E•05 
61750 1471283 52e76 14135 14162 012514E-06 Oe5852E•05 
71000 1520738 52.54 14136 1'+.46 012514E-06 0,5850E-05 




Test 80652 0.550 inches I.D. Tube 
Counterflow coolant Coolant rate= 1.10 lb /sec. 
Condensing length= 10.4 ft. m 
L T T p p µv µL c 0 0 
DIST TCOOL TOUT WALL PSTAT PS TAG VPVISC LQVISC 
!FEET! !DEGFI !DEGFI (PSIAI CPSIAI CLBF-SEC/SQFTI 
01000 1221000 2120000 20,900 25•000 012599E-06 0,5245E-05 
01125 1211210 211,472 201839 241999 012598E-06 015249E•05 
01250 120,413 2101955 20,762 241985 012597E-06 015255E•05 
01375 1191610 2100450 201669 241953 0,2596E-06 0,5262E-05 
01500 1181800 2090954 20,564 241905 0,2595E-06 0,5269E•05 
01750 117, 162 2080987 201315 21+. 767 012592E-06 Oo5288E•05 
11000 1151500 208,046 201026 241576 012589E•06 0153lOE•05 
11250 1131815 207,123 191703 241338 012585E•06 Oo5335E•05 
11500 112 1109 206,210 191354 241060 0,2581E•06 Oo5362E-05 
11750 1101383 2050301 181986 ;z::i1747 0,2577E-06 Oo5392E-05 
21000 108,639 204,387 181605 23,403 012572E•OE. 0,5424E•05 
21250 1061878 203,464 181216 23,034 012567E•06 0,5457E•05 
21500 1051102 202,523 171826 221645 012562E-06 0,5492E•05 
21750 103•314 201.561 171438 221239 012557E-06 015527E•05 
31000 101,514 200,570 17,057 21,822 Oa2552E-06 0,5563E•05 
31250 991706 1990547 161685 21,396 012547E-06 015599E-05 
3,500 971891 1980486 16,327 201967 012542E•06 Oe5634E•05 
3,750 96,072 197,382 151985 201536 012538E•06 0,5669E•05 
41000 94,251 1960233 15,660 20,107 012533E•06 015703E•c5_ 
41250 92,431 1950034 15,356 191683 0,2529E•06 Oo5736E•05 
4,500 901615 1930783 151073 19,267 012525E•06 0,5768E•05 
4,750 881805 1920475 14,813 18,861 012521E•06 015797E•05 
5,000 870003 1910110 141577 18,467 012517E•06 0,5825E•05 
51250 850215 1890684 14,364 18,088 0,2514E•06 Oe5850E-05 
5,500 83,441 1880196 141175 17,724 0,2511E•06 015873E•05 
51750 811686 1860644 141011 · 171377 012508E•Oc. Oo5893E•05 
61000 79,953 1850028 131870 17,049 012506E•06 0,5911E•05 
61500 761566 1810600 131658 16,449 012503E•06 0,5'J38E•05 
71000 73,310 1770910 131532 15,930 0,2501E•06 0,5954E-05 
7e500 70,215 173.964 13t483 15,491 Oo2500E-06 Oo5961S•05 
e,ooo 67,313 1690772 131501 151128 o,25ooE·06 0,5958E-o5 
8,250 651945 1670589 131531 l'tt972 Oe2501E-06 015955E•05 
8,500 641639 1650351 13,573 14t832 0,2501E-06 015949E-05 
81750 63,398 1630062 131626 141706 0,2502E-06 Oo5'J42E-05 
9,000 621228 160. 725 131688 14,591 0,2503E•06 Oo5934E•05 
91250 61,134 1580343 131757 1'+1487 Ot2504E-06 015925E•05 
91500 60e119 1550921 131832 14,390 Oo2506E•06 0,5916S•05 
91750 591190 1530463 131913 14,297 0,2507E·06 0,5906!'::•05 
101000 58,351 1500974 131996 141206 012508E•06 015895E•05 




Test 81352 0.190 inches I.D. Tube 
Parallel flow coolant Coolant rate= 0.101 lbm/sec. 
Condensing length= 10.2 ft, 
L x T p p µv µL c 0 
DIST LID TCOOL PS TAT ?STAG VPVISC LQVISC 
(FEET) (DEGF) CPSIAl IPSIAl (LBF•SEC/SQFT) 
01000 01000 56,50 39120 45150 012752E•06 0,4393E-05 
01125 7,896 61185 38177 45108 012750E-06 0,4406E-05 
01250 151793 67,14 38128 44,59 012746E•06 014422E-05 
0,375 23,689 72,35 37,73 44105 0,2743E-06 014440E•05 
01500 31,586 77,49 37114 43,47 012739E•06 0,4459E•05 
01750 471378 87147 35183 42118 0,2730E•06 01450",E-05 
11000 631171 97,03 34,44 40179 0,2719E-06 0,4554E-05 
11250 781964 106,11 32,99 39133 012709E-06 0,4609E•05 
11500 94,757 114,68 31,53 37,83 0,2697E-06 0,4667E-05 
11750 1101550 122,70 30110 36132 Oo2686E•06 0,472SE-05 
21000 1261342 130,16 28171 34184 012674E-06 0,4792E-05 
21250 1421135 137,04 27139 33138 0,2663E-06 014856E-05 
.2,500 157,928 143,34 26115 31197 012652E-06 0,4920E-05 
2,750 173,721 149,07 24,99 30162 012641E-06 014983E•05 
31000 1891514 154,23 23193 29134 012630E•06 Oo5046E-05 
31250 2051306 158,84 22195 28113 012621E•06 015l06E•05 
31500 2211099 162193 22107 26199 0,2611E•06 0,5163E•05 
31750 2361892 166152 21,27 25192 012603E-06 015218E•05 
4,000 2521685 169,64 20155 24192 012595E•06 015270E-05 
41250 2681478 1 72, 32 19191 23199 0,2587E•06 Ot5319E•05 
41500 284,270 174,61 19133 23113 012581E•06 01 536t+E-05 
4,750 300,063 176,55 18181 22132 0,2574E•06 015407E•05 
51000 3151856 178,16 18135 21158 012569E•06 0,5446E-05 
51500 3471442 180,62 17154 20125 0,2558E•06 0,5518E•05 
61000 379,027 182133 16186 19,lO Oo2550E-06 Oo5582E•05 
6,500 4101613 183160 16,28 18110 0,2542E·06 015639E-05 
71000 4421198 184172 15,77 17,24 0,2535E-06 Oo5692E•05 
7,250 457,991 185130 15,55 16,86 Oo2531E-06 0156H:E-05 
71500 4731784 185,92 15,34 16,50 0,2528E•06 0,5738E•05 
7,750 4891577 186159 15116 16118 Ci12526E•06 015758E-05 
e,ooo 505,370 187134 15100 15189 012523E•06 015776E•05 
81250 521,162 188,16 14186 15,64 Oo2521E•06 0,5792E-05 
81500 5361955 189.04 14,75 15141 012520E•06 Oo5804E•05 
81750 5521748 189,97 14167 15,22 012519E-06 0,5814E•05 
91000 5681541 190,94 14,62 15105 Oe2518E-06 01582CE•05 
91250 584,334 191,92 14159 14192 012517E-06 015823E•05 
91500 600,126 192185 14,158 14181 Oe2517E•06 01582:E•05 
91750 6151919 193169 14,52 14173 0125l6E•06 015831E•05 
101000 6311712 194.38 14150 14167 012516E•06 015835E•05 




Test 81452 0.190 inches I.D. Tube 
Parallel flow coolant Coolant rate = 0.206 lbm/sec. 
Condensing length 4.5 ft. 
L x T p p )JV \JL c 0 
DIST LID TCOOL PST AT PST AG VPVISC .LGVI SC 
(FEET) (DEGF) (PSIAl (PSIAl (LBF-SEC/SQFT) 
01000 01000 54020 29120 34140 0,2679E•06 0,4769E•05 
01125 71896 56157 29,11 34127 0,2678E•06 0,4773E•05 
01250 151793 58,82 29100 34101 012677E•06 014778E•05 
0,375 23,689 60095 28,63 33,64 Oo2674E•06 0,479SE•05 
01500 31,586 62,98 28.12 33, 17 0,2669E•06 0,4819E-05 
01625 39,482 64.92 27,53 32,63 Oo2664E-06 0,4849E•05 
0,150 47,378 66078 26,87 32102 Oo2658E-06 0,4882E-05 
01875 55,275 68.55 26,17 31,35 0,2652Ei:-06 014918E•05 
11000 631171 70026 25,45 30165 Oo2645E-06 014957E•05 
11125 711068 71091 24,73 29192 0,2638E•06 Oo4998E•05 
l,250 78,964 73,51 24,0l 29,18 0,263lE•06 015040E-05 
11375 86,860 75006 23,31 28,42 012624E-06 0,5083E•05 
11500 94,757 76056 22164 27,c6 0,2617E•06 0,512t;,E•05 
11625 102,653 78003 21,98 26,90 0,2610E·06 Oo5169E•05 
11750 110,550 79047 21,36 26,15 0,2604E-06 Oo5212E•05 
11875 118,446 so.ea 20,76 25,42 o.z597E-oc Oo5255E•05 
21000 126'342 82,27 20,19 24170 Oo2591E-06 0,5297E•05 
21125 134,239 83,64 19,65 24101 Oe2584E•Oc 0,5339E-05 
2,250 142,135 85,00 19,14 23,33 0,2578E•06 0,5379E•05 
2,375 1501032 e6.34 18,66 22,68 012573E-06 015419E•05 
2,500 157,928 87,67 18,20 22,06 0,2567E-06 Oo5459E•05 
21625 1650824 89000 17,77 21,46 012561E-06 Oo5497E•05 
2,750 173,721 90031 17,36 20,89 Oo2556E-06 Oo5534E•05 
21875 181,617 91,62 16198 20,34 012551E•06 0,557CE•05 
3,000 1891514 <:12, 93 16,62 19182 0,2546E-06 01560!.iE-05 
3,125 1971410 94123 16,28 19133 012542E•06 015639E•05 
3,250 2051306 95,52 i's 198 18186 0,2537E•06 01567CE .... 05 
3,375 213,203 96080 15170 18,41 0,2533E-06 0,5700!::•05 
31500 2211099 98107 15145 17199 0,2530E•06 0,5727E•05 
31625 2281996 99o34 15123 17,58 012527E-06 0,5751E•05 
31750 2361892 100159 15,04 17,20 0,2524E-06 0,5772E•05 
31875 2441788 101,82 1La88 16184 0,2522E•06 0,5789E•05 
4,000 2521685 103,04 14176 16149 0,2520E-06 0,580:ilE-05 
4.125 2601581 1C4,23 14167 16117 012519E-06 0,5814E-05 
41250 268,478 105139 14161 15,86 0,2518E•06 0,5821!:•05 




Test 82852 0.190 inches I.D. Tube 
Parallel flow coolant Coolant rate= 0.253 lbm/sec. 
Condensing length= 12.0 ft. 
L x T p p µv µL c 0 
DIST LID TCOOL PS TAT PST AG VPVISC LQVISC 
(FEET) (DEGF) IPSIAl CPSIAI (LBF•SEC/SQFTI 
0.000 01000 53.50 87100 99150 012970E•06 013545E•05 
01125 71896 57.04 85,56 98161 012965E-06 013561E-05 
01250 151793 60,48 84,08 97154 Oe2960E'"'06 013577E-05 
01375 23.689 63e82 82,58 96,30 012955E•06 0•3594E-05 
0•500 311586 67107 81105 94194 012950E•06 013612E-05 
01750 47,378 73,30 77193 91,89 0,2938E•06 Oe3649E-05 
11000 631171 79,18 74176 88157 0,2927E-06 013690E•05 
11250 781964 84173 71156 85,11 012920E•06 013733E•05 
1•500 94,757 89197 68137 81163 012901E•06 013778E-05 
11750 1101550 94,90 65,21 78,20 0,2888E•06 013826E•05 
2.000 1261342 99,56 62109 74191 0•2875E•06 013877E-05 
2,500 1571928 108,07 56106 68190 012847E-06 01398!SE•05 
31000 189,514 115.63 50139 63182 0,2818E-06 0,410lE-05 
31500 221,099 122,33 45116 59170 0,2789E•06 0,4225E-05 
4•000 252,685 128127 40141 56141 0,2760E-06 014356E•05 
41500 284,270 133,54 36116 53,75 012732E•06 0,4492E•05 
51000 3151856 138122 32140 51149 0,2704E•06 014632E-05 
51500 3471442 142,40 29• ll 49135 012678E•06 0,4773E•05 
61000 379,027 146113 26125 47113 012653E-06 014914E•05 
61500 41.0,613 149,47 23178 44.62 0,2629E-06 0,5054E•05 
61750 4261406 151102 22168 43123 012618E-06 015123E•05 
71000 442,198 152e49 21166 41.73 012607E-06 0,5191E•05 
71250 4571991 153188 20,71 40112 0,2597E•06 015259E•05 
7,500 473,784 155121 19182 38141 0,2586E•06 0,5325E•05 
7,750 489, 577 156148 19100 36e59 0,2577E•06 0,5391E-05 
a,ooo 5051370 157.68 18124 34169 012567E-06 0,5455E•05 
81250 521.162 158,83 17153 32172 0,2558E•06 015518E•05 
81500 5361955 159.93 16187 30, 71 0,2550E-06 0,5580E•05 
81750 552,748 160,97 16126 28167 012541E-06 0,564lE•05 
9,000 5681541 161197 15170 2ei164 Oa2534E•06 0,5699E•05 
91250 584,334 162192 15136 24164 0,2529E-06 0,5736E•05 
91500 600,126 163,82 15100 22171 012523E•06 015776E•05 
91750 615,919 164168 14160 20,89 012517E•06 015822E•05 
10,000 631,712 165149 14120 19121 0125llE-06 0,5870E•05 
l01250 6471505 166,26 14100 17,69 012508E•06 015895E•05 
io,5oo 6631298 166197 13180 16,38 Oa2505E•06 01592QE•05 
101750 6791090 167.64 13164 15,29 0,2503E•06 0,5940E•05 
11,000 6941883 1681.26 13152 14.46 0,2501E•06 0,5956E•05 
111250 7101676 168182 13149 13,89 012sooE-06 015960E•05 




Test 82952 0.190 inches I.D. Tube 
Parallel flow coolant Coolant rate = 0.281 lbm/sec. 
Condensing length= 11. 7 ft. 
L x T p p ]JV JJL c 0 
DIST L./D TCOOL PS TAT PST AG VPVISC LQVISC 
(FEET) <DEGFl (PSIA) CPSIAl ILBF•SEC/SQFT) 
01000 0,000 57,50 99e30 111160 Oa3009E•06 0,342SE-05 
01125 71896 58,27 97158 llOtSl 013004E-06 0,3440E-05 
01250 151793 59.08 95183 109,32 Oa2999E•06 0,3457E•05 
0,375 230689 59.94 94104 io8,03 Oo2993E•06 013474E-05 
01500 311586 60,85 92122 106165 012987E•06 0,3492E-05 
0,150 47,378 62,81 88,52 103,68 012975E•06 0,3529E•05 
11000 63,171 64194 84,76 100,49 012963E-06 0,3570E•05 
11250 78,964 67,24 80,98 97,15 012949E-06 0.3591E•05 
11500 940757 69,68 77120 93172 0,2936E•06 0,3658E-05 
la750 110,550 72,27 73,45 90,.25 0,2922E-06 013707E•05 
21000 126,342 74,99 69176 86181 0,2907E•06 0,375eE-05 
21500 1570928 80,79 62,62 80,12 0,2877E•06 013868E•05 
31000 1891514 86199 55189 73193 012846E•06 0,3988E•05 
3,500 2211099 93,51 49,66 68038 012814E•06 0,4ll8E•05 
41000 252,685 100,25 431?8 63159 Oo2782E•06 014256E•05 
41500 284,270 107,14 38188 59,57 0,2750E-06 0,4403E•05 
51000 3151856 114006 34134 56,31 0,2719E•06 Oa4557E-05 
51500 3471442 120,95 30,34 53,73 0,2688E-06 0,4718E•05 
61000 3791027 127,69 26184 51,75 Oe2658E•06 0,4884E•05 
61250 394,820 130,98 25,27 50194 012643E•06 014968E•05 
61500 4101613 134,21 23180 50;,24 0,2629E•06 015053E•05 
61750 4261406 137034 22144 49,63 Oe2615E•06 0,5139E•05 
71000 4421198 140,39 21117 49,09 Ot2602E•06 0,5225E-05 
71250 457,991 143133 19,99 4S162 012588E-06 Oo5312E-05 
71500 473,784 146014 18190 48 .19 012576E-06 0,5399':-05 
71750 489,577 148t83 17189 47a80 012563E-06 015486E-05 
81000 5051370 151137 16196 47144 0,2551E•06 0,5572E-05 
81250 52ltl62 153176 16 111 47.10 0,2539E•06 Ot5657E-05 
81500 5361955 155198 15132 46078 012528E-06 015740E-05 
81750 552,748 158101 14161 46148 0125l.8E•06 015821E-05 
91000 568,541 159,85 13,97 46119 012508E-06 Oo5898E-05 
91250 5841334 161149 13,42 45,93 012499E-06 Oo5970E-05 
91500 6001126 162,90 12,94 45188 0,2491E•06 Oe6034E-05 
91750 6151919 164108 12155 45184 012485E-06 Oe6089E•05 
101000 6311712 165101 12126 45180 012480E•06 0,613lE-05 
101250 6471505 165168 12108 45170 012476E-06 016158E•05 
10,500 6631298 166008 12103 45150 012475E-06 Oa6167E-05 
101750 6791090 166119 12110 43,60 012477E-06 Oo6156E-05 
111000 694,883 166121 12,60 30100 0,2485E-06 Oo6082E-05 




Test 62364 1.025 inches I.D. Tube 
Counterflow coolant Coolant rate = 3.03 lb /sec. 
Condensing length= 17.8 ft. m 
L T T p p 
c 0 0 
DIST TCOOL TOUTWALL p.sTAT .. PS TAG 
(FEET) (DEGF) CDEGFJ CPSIAJ (PSIA) 
OeOOO 125.500 204.000 191710 231032 
01125 1251104 203e843 191708 231025 
01250 124.703 203.683 19,706 231018 
01375 1241297 2031520 191704 23,011 
01500 1231886 203.354 191701 231004 
11000 1221194 2021659 191630 221976 
11500 1201430 201.916 19,421 22,955 
21000 1181598 201.125 191138 221923 
21500 116e704 200e285 181805 221871 
31000 1141752 199.397 18144.2 221796 
31500 1121748 198.461 li1068 221697 
41000 1101696 197,476 171696 221571 
41500 1081603 196.443 171340 221419 
51000 1061472 195.362 171008 221240 
51500 1041310 194.232 161707 22,036 
6e000 102.120 193.054 161441 21,807 
61500 991909 191.828 161215 211556 
71000 971680 190.553 161029 211285 
7,500 951440 189,230 151884 201996 
81000 9.3 e 194 187.858 15,776 201692 
81500 901945 186.439 15170lf. 201377 
91000 88,701 1841971 151664 201055 
91500 861465 183.454 15,653 l91729 
10.000 841242 1811889 lS.665 19,402 
101500 821038 180.276 151695 191079 
11,000 791858 178.614' 151739 181763 
111500 77,707 · 176.904 151791 lS.45S 
12.000 751590 175.146 151848 181167 
121500 731512 173.340 151906 171894 
131000 711478 171,485 151962 171641 
U1500 69,493 169.581 161013 171412 
14e000 67.563 1671630 161059 171207 
141500 65e69l 165.630 161101 171030 
151000 631884 163.581 16,141 161882 
151500 621147 161.485 16,183 161762 
161000 60e484 159.340 16,233 161671 
161500 58,901 157.146 161300 161608 
171000' 571402 154.904 161395 161572 
171500 551994 152.614 161532 161560 




Test 70764 1,025 inches I,D, Tube 
Counterflow coolant Coolant rate= 3,03 lb /sec, 
Condensing length= 16,8 ft, m 
L T T p p 
c 0 0 
DIST TCOOL TOUT WALL PS TAT PS TAG 
<FEET) (DEGF) <DEGFI <PSIA) <PSIA) 
01000 119,000 204.139 211000 231490 . 
01125 1181491 204.056 201967 23,496 
0,250 117e984 2031966 20193:a 23,498 
0,375 ll 7 e476 203.868 20·1898 231497 
Oe500 1161970 203.763 20,86;;1 23,493 
1,000 114.950 203.27:a 20.110 231450 
l,500 112 • 940 202.670 201546 231365 
2,000 110,940 201.961 20137!.:i 23,245 
21500 108,950 2011148 20,200 B,095 
31000 1061970 200,236 201024 22192.2 
31500 1051001 1991228 191850 22,729 
41000 1031042 198.128 191680 22,522 
41500 101,092 196.941 191517 22,304-
S1000 99 .153 195.669 1_9136a 22,081 
51500 971224 194.317 19,220 211854 
61000 95.305 192.889 19,089 211629 
61500 93.397 191.388 18,971 211406 
1,000 91,498 1891818 181868 21,191 
7,500 891610 188,184 181780 201983 
81000 87,732 186.489 18,709 20,786 
-8,500 851863 184., 737 18,65~ 20,602 
91000 84,005 182.931 l81oli 20~430 
9,500 82,157 1811077 181590 201273 
101000 80,320 179.177 181581 201131 
101500 78,492 177.235 J.81587 20,004 
ll 1000 76,675 175.255 l81e07 19,892 
111soo 74~867 l73a242 181639 19,795 
121000 731070 171.198 181681 l.9,713 
121500 711283 169.129 181732 19,643 
131000 69.506 167.037 18,790 191;.84 
131500 67,739 164.927 J.81652 19,536 
141000 65.983 162.802 l8191Q J.91495 
141500 64123p 160.666 181978 19,460 
151000 62•500 158.524 191036 191428 
151500 601773 1561378 191087 191395 
161000 59,057 154.233 191126 191358 
161500 571351 152.093 191150 19'314 




Test 72064 1,025 inches I.D. Tube 
Counterflow coolant Coolant rate = 3.40 lb /sec. 
Condensing length = 17.1 ft. m 
L T T p p 
c 0 0 
DIST TCOOL TOUTWALL PSTAT PST AG 
( FEET> (DEGF) <DEGF) IPSIAI (PSIA) 
0,000 172,000 252.000 i01400 64e380 
0,125 170,968 251,837 60,379 641385 
01250 169.939 251.677 601349 641378 
0,375 168,914 251,519 601311 64,360 
01500 167,892 251.363 60,265 641332 
11000 163,836 250.755 60,016 64,125 
11500 1591832 250•166 591686 63,799 
2,000 155•881 249,588 591304 63,385 
2,500 151,981 249.010 58e894 621913 
3,000 1481135 2481421 581476 621407 
31500 144.340 247.814 581067 611888 
41000 140,598 247.177 S71680 61,372 
4,500 136,908 246.501 571326 601873 
5,000 133,270 245.776 571010 601403 
5,500 129,685 244.993 56173S 59,968 
61000 126,152 2441141 561511 59,573 
61500 122,671 243.210 561331 59,222 
71000 ll9e242 2421192 56el95 58,915 
7e500 115e866 2411076 561100 58,652 
81000 1121542 239,852 56,043 58e430 
8,500 1091271 238,511 561017 58,246 
91000 106,051 237e043 56,0lS 58,095 
9,500 102,884 235.437 561040 571972 
101000 99,769 233.685 561076 ~n,871 
10,500 96.707 231.777 56el2l 57,787 
11,000 93,697 2291701 561170 57e714 
11,500 90.739 227.450 561217 fi7e647 
12,000 87,833 225.013 561261 571581 
121500 84.980 222.380 56e298 57,514 
13,000 821179 219e542 561329 571442 
13,500 79,430 216.488 56,355 57,365 
141000 76,734 213.209 561381 571284 
14,500 74,090 209.695 561413 57,202 
151000 711498 205,937 561459 57,123 
15,500 68.958 201,924 5{>1533 57,056 
16,000 661471 197.647 561651 57,012 
16,500 64.036 193.096 S6183l 57,003 




Test 72164 1.025 inches I.D. Tube 
Counterflow coolant Coolant rate = 5.51 lb /sec, 
Condensing length = 15.9 ft. m 
L T T p p c 0 0 
DIST TCOOL TOUTWALL PS TAT PS TAG 
CFEETl (DEGF) (DEGF) (PSIAI (PSIA) 
0.000 131,500 25111200 60,300 65e460 
0,125 1301678 251,118 60a277 651416 
Oe250 129.859 251.019 60,244 651364 
01375 129.044 250.903 60e20l 65e306 
01500 1281231 2501772 60,149 65.242 
1,000 125.016 250.102 591865 64.933 
1,500 121,853 249.235 591489 64.555 
21000 1181744 248.208 591054 641130 
21500 1151688 2471058 581591 63,675 
3,000 112 .686 245,816 58,122 '631205 
31500 109,736 244.507 57,668 621733 
4,000 106.840 243,154 57.24.3 62,268 
41500 103,997 241.776 56,859 61,818 
51000 1011207 240.386 661523 ~11389 
5•500 98,471 238.993 56,240 60,983 
61000 95,787 237,604 56,012 601604 
61500 931157 2361218 55t838 60,253 
1,000 90,580 234,833 55,715 59.928 
7•500 881056 233.442 551639 S9,628 
8.000 85.586 232.032 55e605 59 .353 
8•500 83,168 230.588 551605 59,098 
9,000 80.804 229.089 55,63i .:.i8.~61 
9,500 78,493 2271511 55e680 58e639 
10,000 76,236 225.825 55,742 .SS,429 
10,500 741031 223,998 55,809 581229 
11. 000 71.880 221.993 55.878 58,035 
ll 1 500 69.782 219.769 55e944 571847 
12.000 67,737 217.278 561004 57,665 
12,500 651746 214.473 :>61056 571488 
131000 63,807 211.297 56,107 57,319 
13,500 611922 207.693 5(al57 57,160 
14•000 60,090 203.598 56.215 571018 
141500 58,311 198e945 56129:3 56,900 
15,000 56.586 193.662 56,406 56,814 
15,500 54.913 187.673 56,574 56,773 




Test 72764 1.025 inches I.D. Tube 
Counterflow coolant Coolant rate = 5.61 lb /sec. 
Condensing length= 17.2 ft. m 
L T T p p 
c 0 0 
DIST TCOOI.. TOUTWALI.. PS TAT P$TAG 
(FEET> (l)EGF l WEGF l IPSIA) (PSIA) 
0,000 120.000 234.000 40,290 4!:>,120 
0,125 1191276 233•435 401289 45,087 
0,250 118,561 232.885 401.06 451051 
0,375 117•855 23:.l.349 40e25l "-5,010 
01500 117,157 23l,827 401214 44,966 
1,000 114,446 2.29,871 39,97' 441752 
1,500 111,862 228.111 39,607 "-4,488 
2,000 109,396 2261527 391155 44,180 
21500 107,044' 225.097 381649 43,837 
31000 1041798 ?.23,801 38 tl 15 'i31464 
31500 102,651 222•618 37,577 43,068 
4,000 100,598 221,527 37,054 421656 
4,500 98,o:32 220.507 36,560 42,2:i3 
51000 96,745 219,538 361107 41,803 
5,500 941932 218.597 35-703 '• l • j 7 3 
6,000 93,187 217.665 35., 3 5 3 40,945 
6,500 911502 216.721 35,059 40,525 
7,000 89,871 215,743 341823 4Qell5 
71500 881287 214.711 34,643 391719 
81000 861745 213.604 341515 ~9-339 
81500 85,237 212.401 341435 38,977 
9,000 831756 211.081 34,397 3S,l:>3o 
91500 82,298 2091623 34t39o 38dl 7 
10,000 80,854 208.007 3414n 38,020 
101500 791418 206,211 3.41 4 7, 371747 
11,000 771984 204,215 341537 371497 
l le 500 76., 545 201.997 341611 37,270 
12,000 75,095 199,537 34,689 371066 
12,500 73,627 1 % • 814 34,767 36,883 
13,000 72,135 193.807 34,841 301720 
13,500 10,012 190.495 34,91.i 36,575 
141000 691051 18&.858 341979 3ge445 
14,500 67,446 182.874 351046 36,329 
15,000 65,791 178,522 '35,119 36,222 
151500 641079 173.782 351207 36.121 
16,000 62,303 168.633 35,32i 36,022 
16,500 60,457 163,053 35,482 35,920 




Test 84764 1,025 inches I.D. Tube 
Counterflow coolant Coolant rate = 6,94 lb /sec. 
Condensing length= 17.0 ft. m 
L T T p p 
c 0 0 
DIST TCOOL TOUTWAI.L PS TAT P:iTAG 
(FEET> <DEGF l (DEGFl <PSIAl (PSlAl 
0.000 52,500 215.000 401350 40,021 
0•125 52.896 214,932 '+01301 4610.25 
0,250 53,292 214.867 401247 4(a023 
01375 531688 214.804 40•187 4610.20 
01500 54,083 214.744 40.12~ 4(u017 
11000 551667 214.526 39182~ 451896 
11500 57.250 214.336 39,484 4;11638 
21000 58.833 214,166 391119 451290 
21500 60,417 214,006 38.749 441879 
31000 62,000 213,847 381389 441424 
3t500 63,583 213.079 38,051 43,945 
4,000 65.167 213.493 37174J 43,458 
41500 66,750 213. 280 371472 42,975 
51000 68,333 213.031 37124~ 421;:iOo 
51500 691917 212,735 371056 421061 
61000 711500 212,384 36191a 411()46 
61500 731083 211,969 36•811 '+ l 1 264 
7•000 741667 211.479 361750 lt0,917 
71500 76,250 210.906 361724 ,~01608 
s,ooo 771833 2101241 361730 40,336 
81500 79,417 209,473 361763 40,099 
91000 811000 2081595 361816 391895 
91500 82,583 207,595 301885 39,721 
101000 841167 200.466 36,964 391572 
101500 851750 205.198 371048 391446 
ll 1000 871333 203,781 371133 ;9 '338 
11, 500 881917 202,205 371215 391243 
121000 90,500 200,463 37,292 391158 
121500 92,083 198.544 371364 391079 
131000 93,667 196.439 n1430 391003 
131500 95.250 194.139 371493 381928 
141000 961833 191..634 371558 36,853 
141500 98.417 18Se915 37•632 38.776 
151000 100,000 1851973 37172'+ 381703 
151500 101,583 182.798 37,846 38,633 
161000 103,167 1791382 38101:I $81571 
16,500 104.750 . l75. 714 38•24S a8152=i 
171000 106,333 171.785 38,566 38•503 
APPENDIX I 
DETERMINATION OF THE LOCAL INTERFACIAL 
AND WALL SHEAR STRESS 
In order to obtain useful analytical solutions to the system of 
differential equations of change developed in Appendixes B through E, and 
summarized in Table II, page 20, it is necessary to introduce heat trans-
fer and flow friction data which correspond closely to the physical con-
ditions which would be encountered in the condenser tube. A discussion 
and analysis of the input heat transfer data and correlation is given in 
Appendix J of this paper. In this appendix, a discussion and analysis of 
the correlation of flow friction data for a condenser tube is undertaken. 
For the flow of fluids in tubes or channels, it has been customary 
practice to correlate the wall shear stresses generated in the system by 
means of the Fanning friction factor function. The friction factor is a 
dimensionless quantity which usually relates the average wall shear 
stress or oveJ:1all pressure loss encountered in the tube to the velocity 
pressure of the fluid flowing in the tube; thus f = 2t/pV2• In calcula-
ting the velocity pressure the cross sectional average velocity of the 
fluid is used. 
Work has been done by a number of investigators on the problem of 
flow friction determination and the prediction of pressure loss in two-
phase flow. Most of the experimental data reported in the literature has 
been for two-phase mixtul:'es such as air and water and othe.r gas-liquid 
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systems with no interphase mass transfer. Correlation parameters commonly 
used are friction factors with liquid and vapor Reynolds numbers using 
velocities calculated by use of the total tube cross section for both the 
liquid and the vapor calculated independently. Per unit area mass flow 
rates calculated in this fashion are obviously fictitious; consequently, 
Reynolds numbers calculated from such quantities are commonly referred to 
as fictitious or superficial. Dukler, et al. (14) derive a two-
phase Reynolds number from similarity considerations. However, they then 
define a local friction factor which considers only the local pressure 
gradient in a system where the velocity and,therefore,the momentum of both 
vapor and liquid may be changing. In condensing annular flow, the trans-
fer of mass from vapor to liquid involves a sharp local change of momentum. 
This momentum change has been considered in the derivation of both equa-
tions (2C) and (11C), which give explicit expressions for the interfacial 
vapor shear stress,: and the wall shear stress,: respectively. 
V W I 
In a h.igh velocity condensi.ng system, several factors enter into the 
picture which make it clear that those methods of correlation which have· 
so far been reported in the literature cannot. give satisfactory results 
for either the correlation or prediction of pressure losses in such a 
system. Some important differences between the adiabatic two-phase multi-
component system and the high velocity si.ngle compone1:t condensi.ng system 
are listed below: 
1. The momentum change of the condensing vapor plays a significant 
role in both equation (2C), the vapor momentum equation,and in 
equation (11C), the combined liquid-vapor momentum equation. Thus, 
this momentum force enters ·into the determination of both the inter-
facial shear stress,: and the wall shear stress,: • The momentum v w 
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force resulti_ng from the change of phase is not ordinarily present 
in adiabatic, two-phase, two-component flow. 
2. In high velocity condensing flow, the vapor velocity and the 
static pressure may both rise and fall alo_ng the condensing length 
(see Figs. 11 through 18). The local derivatives of these flow 
properties may therefore be both positive and negative at different 
axial locations. It is not surprising then that considerable 
variation of both the interfacial and wall shear stress may occur 
over the length of a single condenser tube. For this reason, the 
use of overall average axial flow properties and overall pressure 
drop in correlating the average shear stress or the average friction 
factor for a condensi_ng system must lead to inconclusive results for 
correlations based on such quantities. 
3. In condensing two-phase flow, it has been observed that under 
certain conditions it is possible to have boundary layer flow sepa-
ration occur on the condensi_ng surface with a resulti_ng local up-
stream or reverse flow of the liquid at the tube wall. This condi-
tion will exist when rapid deceleration of the vapor results in a 
local momentum induced pressure rise in the axial flow direction 
( see Figs. 17 and 18 ) • Since no s_ignificant pressure gradient ex-
ists in the radial direction, a correspondi_ng pressure rise in the 
annular liquid layer must occur at the same axial location. The 
rate of liquid velocity deceleration necessary to support the same 
pressure rise that occurs in the vapor cor>e sometimes r>esults in a 
rever>se flow in the liquid layer> close to the tube wall. The net 
or aver>age liquid velocity remains positive since the liquid carried . ,, 
forwa:r>d by the interfacial liquid waves and any entrained liquid 
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fraction in the vapor core dominates the total liquid flow. A local 
reverse liquid flow at the tube wall results in a reverse wall shear 
stress T and a corresponding negative wall friction factor f at w . w 
that axial location. Such a condition will not ordinarily be en-
countered in adiabatic two~phase, two-component flow except possibly 
with vertical upflow at low gas velocities. It is obvious that the 
correlation of negative,local wall friction factors would be diffi-
cult by any.method of correlation. It should be noted that the 
local interfacial shear stress quantity Tv apparently does not en-
counter such a sign reversal during the condensation process. 
In the mathematical development. given in Appendix C, equation (2C) 
gives the interfacial shear stress T as an explicit function of the sev-v 
eral vapor flow variables and their derivatives. This result is possible 
because of the several simplifications of the physical system which have 
been made in constructing the mathematical model disscused earlier on 
page 10. Rather than a smooth conical interface the actual physical in-
terface consists of an interfacial region that extends from the.bottom of 
the wave troughs to the wave crest. It is possible that the interfacial 
shear stress at the wave trough is less than that at the wave crest; how-
ever, no attempt has been made in this investigation to compare the rela-. 
tive magnitude c,f these quantities ... either experimentally or analytically. 
The value of T which has been calculated from experimental data by use of 
v . 
equation (2C) must therefore be a time average quantity at each particu-
lar axial location. 
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Two-Phase Friction Factors 
It is possible to define two-phase friction factor$ in several 
different forms; for example, the following friction factors: 
(1I) 
f - 2T /p V2 w w v v (2I) 
f - 2T /p (V - VL )2 v v v v (3I) 
Since usually v1 <<Vv' it is convenient to simplify equation (3I) to 
the form 
f = 2T /p V2 v v v v (4I) 
Other definitions for two-phase friction factors have been employed; 
for example, sometimes the liquid and vapor velocities used are purely 
fictitious quantities calculated without regard to the actual vapor or 
liquid cross section area of flow. Equations (2I) and (4I), have been 
used in this investigation for all work involving the use of friction 
factors. 
Because of the physical nature of the condensing system, a small 
variation in the input of local flow friction data has a cumulative 
and magnified effect on the downstream values of stream pressure and 
vapor velocity. Figs. 11 through 14 have been included in order to 
demonstrate the marked effect which a small divergence in input value 
of either friction factor has on the analytical solution of the system 
of differential equations. 
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Figs. 17 through 19 compare the computer determined solutions of the 
four independent differential equations (1), (2), (4), and (6) of Table 
II,page 20, with data calculated from experimental measurements. For 
these analytical solutions the friction factor data for fv was arbitrarily 
controlled (programmed) so that the vapor velocity determined from the 
solution of the four equations agreed closely with the vapor velocity 
calculated from experimental measurements. This procedure was necessary 
since empirical correlations of sufficient precision for the local inter-
facial vapor friction factor fv do not exist. Thus, in effect, the 
system of four independent· equations was used to analytically determine 
the local values of the four dependent variables, P, v1 , Wv' and fv. 
The method of stepwise, numerical solution of the four differential equa-
tions was , straightforward except for the neceseary arbitrary input of 
the values off. The analytically determined values of the above vari-v 
ables show fairly good agreement with the experimental values (see Figs. 
17, 18, and 19). The agreement between the analytical and experimental 
data is in fact quite gratifying,considering the rigor of the test con-
ditions chosen for analytical examination. For example, for the experi-
mental case analyzed, the test data (see Figs. 17 and 18) show that the 
vapor accelerates sharply to slightly supersonic velocity, then deceler-
ates rapidly to the low liquid velocity at exit. This is accompanied at 
first by a sharp fall in static pressure,followed by a pressure rise to 
the exit preseure. 
The analytical solutions described above demonstrate that an analyti-
cal solution of the system of the four equations used will agree well with 
the experimental data if the input friction factor data for f can be v 
determined with sufficient accuracy from ari empirical correlation. To 
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date no such correlation appears to be available •. However, the favorable 
results obtained certainly demonstrate the general validity of the mathe-
. . 
matical model which ·has been proposed a~dthe equations which have been 
developed therefrom. This is not to imply that a mo:tie precise model and 
accompanying analysis cannot be found. Indeed, it is expected that even-
tually one must considet> the presence of entrained liquid droplets in the 
vapor as well as the mechanics of the interfacial wave.activity before a 
completely satisfactory analytical solution to the problem of high speed 
vapor.c:ondensation can be found. 
Considerable effort was expended in attempts to find empirical corre-
lations for the two local fricti6n factors fv and fw in terms of the local 
flow properties of vapor and liquid. Such correlation methods as those 
used by Chj,en and Ibele (8), Kegel (14), Bergel.in, et al. (2) were tried 
without much success. 
An explicit expression for the interfacial friction factor has been 
given in Appendix H as follows : . 
-1 ~ W j~t· -V. dW dV • 1 d~ V V 1 V V · f ~- . .· ~-+~+------
v vv 7r(JVVV .• WV .·. dL . dL .. pVVV dL 
(11H) 
and,simila.rly, for the wall friction factor: 
-2 t dVL dVv dWV dPJ (12H) f = 1rDpV2 WL dL + Wv dL + (Vv - v ) dL + A cit' w ·L v 
It is possible to split each of the two friction factor quantities as 
follows: = f . vea~ (5!) 
and 
(6!) 
where the four subscripts e, a, a; and~ relate to the term that includes 
one of.the respective four derivatives dW tdL, dV1/dL, dV /dL, and dP/dL. v . v 
Using only the last two· of the terms from equation (11H) results in the 
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partial friction factor 
-1 f W j~ ~dV 1 dPj 
fvScp = v. rr(/v ·. dLV + pV"" dL 
v v v v v 
(7I) 
This fraction of the interfacial vapor friction factor has been plotted 
in Figs. 41 and 42. These figures also show the local variation of the 
component fractions of the f:dction factor over the condensing length. 
A similar treatment of the wall friction factor f as expressed by 
w 
equation (12H) leads to the partial friction fac:tor 
f waScp (BI) 
Values of the partial wall friction factor are plotted in Figs. 43 and 
44. Note that in equation (8I) the derivative dV1/dL relates to the 
partial friction factor fwa which usually plays a minor role in the com-
posite quantity fw = fwaScpe· It is observed that the condensation rate 
derivative dW /dL appears in each of the explicit shear stress equations . v 
(2C) and (11C), as well as the resulting friction factor equations (11H) 
and (12H). Examination of the magnitude of the partial friction factor 
quantities plotted in Figs. 41 and 44 indicates that the partial friiction 
factors fve and fwe' which are direct functions of the :rate derivative 
dW /dL, make significant contributions to the respective total friction 
v 
factors f and f. It should be noted here that the rate derivative 
v w 
dW /dL is mainly a function of the local radial heat transfer rate. The 
v 
local heat transfer rate, in turn, is usually affected by external factors 
• such as the temperature of the cooling fluid and the external heat trans-
fer resistance as well as the internal heat transfer resistance of the 
condensing system. It seems apparent, thepefore, that a successful em-
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Figure 41. Experimental Interfacial Vapor Friction Factor With 
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TUBE I. D. = 0.190 INCHES· 
TOTAL FLOW RATE • 43.2 LBm/HR . 
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Figure 42, Experimental Interfacial Vapor Friction Factor 
With Components for 0.190 Inch I~D. Tube 
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Figure 43. Experimental Wall Friction Factor With Components 

































TUBE 1.D.=0.190 INCHES 
TOTAL FLOW RATE=43.2 LBm/HR . 
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the local heat transfer rate or the local condensation rate as one 
independent variable in such a correlation. 
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Figs. 41 through 44 have been presented in order to demonstrate the 
relative magnitude of the several local momentum and pressure forces act-
ing on the two-phase condensing system. They show, for example, that a 
rapid deceleration of the vapor can result in a boundary layer separation 
in the annular liquid layer at the wall. Whatever radial distribution of 
the axial velocity occurs in the two-phase system, will obviously be 
a result of the interaction of these several forces. The velocity gradi-
ent in the liquid at.the wall will, of course, determine the wall shear 
stress, which evidently may act locally either in opposition to or in the 
axial direction of flow. It should be understood that there was no inten-
tion to suggest the possibility of individual empirical correlation of 
the partial friction factors presented herein. 
The introduction of the idea of partial friction factors was intend-
ed to emphasize the complexity of the problem of determination of the 
value of the local friction factor of local shear stress in high speed 
condensing flow. The interaction of variable heat transfer rates with 
increasing and/or decreasing velocities and pressures presents the pic-
ture of a problem whose complete sol~tion will be difficult. The re~ 
marks of McManus in his discussion at the end of reference (8) are of 
interest. McManus points out the inadequacy of the current correlations 
of friction factors for two-component, two-phase flow over wide ranges 
of fluid variables and tube diameters. The situation with regard to 
the correlation of friction factors for high velocity condensing vapors 
is in a worse state. Evidently there has been no empirical correlation 
available that can be used with confidence to predict the local friction 
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factors in high velocity condensing flow. 
Local Wall Shear Stress Determination by 
Velocity Distribution Analysis 
The analysis of the velocity distribution in the annular liquid 
layer appears to be a more enlightening and rewarding approach to an 
adequate understanding of the mechanics of two-phase flow than the more 
empirical friction factor correlations attempted heretofore. It is 
possible, for example, to express the mass flow rate of liquid in the 
liq-..iid annulus in terms of the radial distribution of the time ;::1.verage 
axial velocity of the liquid. If a satisfactory approximation of this 
velocity distribution can be established, including that in the laminar 
sublayer, then it is possible to calculate the local wall shear stress 
indirectly from the distribution function. In the following paragraphs 
a relationship between the mass flow rate of condensed liquid w1 , and 
the wall shear stress T, is derived for two different universal veloc-
w 
ity distribution functions. 
The liquid flow rate in a layer of differential thickness may be 
expressed by the relation 
(9I) 
where v1 = v1 (y). The differential cross section area dA1 is given by 
the equation 
dA1 = 'IT(D - 2y )dy (10I) 




Thickness - c5 
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D ( Tube I. D. ) 
By integrating equation (11I) implicitly over the liquid layer thickness 
cS, the following function is obtained 
I Jy;:.o 
WL;:. PL VL(y) 
y;:.Q 
(1 - ~)dy (12I) 
I 
where w1 represents the total mass flow rate of liquid per unit periphe-
ry, At this point the dimensionless quantity y+, sometimes called the 
friction Reynolds number,is introduced and defined by 
+ 
y - (13I) 
;'; 
where v1w has the units of velocity, e.g., feet per second, and has been 
called the wall friction velocity, defined by 
where the term , is the local wall shear stress. 
w 
(14I) 
+ The quantity y 
is a linear function of the normal wall distance y and thus when y;:. cS, 
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equation (13I) becomes 
(15I) 
Now also introducing the dimensionless velocity function 
~: (16I) 
VLw 
and substituting from equations (13I), (15I), and (16I) into (12I) leads 
to the very useful dimensionless equation 
+ + y = 
W~/µ 1 = J + V~(y+) 
y =O 
(17I) 
If the universal velocity distribution function V~(y+) is known or can 
be approximated over the liquid layer thickness then equation (17I) can 
b . d h O + + 1·. h . e integrate overt e range ~ y ~ 0, resu ting int e relation 
(18I) 
Equation (18I) can sometimes be solved explicitly for o+, thus obtaining 
the functional form 
(19I) 
where the subscript u has been used to signify that the friction Reynolds 
number o+ has been determined from a universal velocity distribution 
u 
+ + function v1 (y ). The wall 
directly from the friction 
shear stress, can then be calculated 
WU 
Reynolds number o+ if the thickness of the 
u 
liquid layer is known. The thickness of the annular liquid layer for a 
wide range of two-phase flow conditions is included in the calculated 
experimental data of Tables IV through XVII. These data have been uti-
lized in the analyses of this section in calculating the local wall 
shear stress T 
WU 
For the highly turbulent flow of a homogeneous fluid over a flat 
surface or in a tube, von Karman,after the earlier work of Prandtl, 
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Nikuradse, and others, established the following universal velocity dis-
tribution functions: 
v+ + for O + 5 = y s y s. L 
v+ 5.0 ln + - 3.05 for 5 + 30 (20!) = y s y s L 
v+ 2.5 ln + + 5.5 for 30 s; + o+ = y y s L 
By introducing equation (20!) into equation (17!) and integrating, the 
following three functions are obtained: 
For the range OS o+ s. 5 
o+ = ~ 6W~/µL ~ u 3 - 4o/D 
2. For 5 s: o+ s 30 
I 
o:[5 o+-8.05+20/D 
+ +2 ~ WL/µL-12.5 = ln (2.775-2.5 ln o -10.2/o ) u u u 
3. For 30 so+ 
I 
o: [2. 5 ln 0++3.0-20/D (2.125 ln o+-574.6/0+
2)] WL/µL+64 = u u u 





+ equations (22!) and (23!); however, a numerical value for o is easily 
u 
obtained from these equations by a simple iterative process. 
Analytical values of o+ have been calculated by use of either equa-
u 
tions (21!), or (22!), or (23!) -whichev~r equation applies to the 
liquid flow rate in question - for the three condenser tube sizes (0.190, 
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0.550, and 1.025 inches I.D.).forwhich datawereavailable. The 
experimental data include the local liquid flow rate w1 , as well as cal-
culated values of the liquid layer thickness o, at each axial position 
over the condensing length. This information is necessary for each 
solution of equations (21I), (22I), and (23I), and for the evaluation of 
the local wall shear stress. T 
WU 
. + 
from the value of o found from each 
u 
solution. Note that Twu = p1 (o~v1lo) 2 • + Values of o and T so calcu-u WU 
+ lated have been compared with values of o and T , as calculated from 
m wm 
the combined momentum equation, equation (11C), for the same experi-
mental test conditions, for all three tube sizes, and by the equation 
(24I) 
Fig. 46 is a plot of the ratio T IT versus the total liquid fraction 
Win WU 
(1 - e) present. For the very thin laminar liquid layer near the start 
of condensation (e ~ 1) it is seen that the upper curve of Fig. 46, which 
is derived from equations (20I),approaches unity, i.e., Twm-+'rwu· When 
the condenser tube begins to fill with liquid at the other end (e = 0), 
again , -+. • 
wm WU 
The condition T IT ~1 might be expected to exist at the beginning 
Win WU 
and the end of condensation since the von Karman equations (20I) have 
been shown to hold for the full pipe flow of a single homogeneous fluid, 
as well as for a thin laminar sublayer such as the thin liquid film 
which occurs at the start of condensation. The trend of, ~. at the 
Win WU 
two end states is considered to be a partial confirmation of the validity 
of both the experimental data and the analytical methods which have been 
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Figure 45. A Schematic Representation of the Two Velocity Distribution Functions Used 
for the Analytical Determination of the Friction Reynolds Number a+, for 
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Figure 46. The Variation of the Ratio of Experimental to Analytical 
Wall Shear Stresses Versus Liquid Fraction of the 
Total Flow.for Two Universal Velocity Distribution 
Functions 
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Further examination of the upper curve of Fig. 46 shows that the 
ratio T /T has a value of from 100 to 1000 over the major portion of 
WID WU 
the condensing length. It was discovered during this investigation that 
the wide divergence between the two values of T and T over the 
WID WU 
middle range of the condenser tube could be reduced by approximately a 
factor of 100,by adopting in place of the von Karman functions a much 
flatter universal velocity distribution function with a smaller range of 
the laminar sublayer. Fig. 45 is a comparative sketch of the two 
different universal velocity distribution functions which have been used 
for calculating T and o+. The flat velocity distribution is repre-
wu u 
sented by the following functions: 
v+ + for 0 'S. + :s 1 = y y 1 
(25I) 
v+ 1 for 1 !, + s o+ = y 1 
Introducing equations (25I) into equation (17I) and integrating yields 





For the range o :s o+ S 1 
I 
o+ = t 6WL/sL ~ (26I) u 3 - 4(8/D) 
the same as equation (21I). 
For 1 s o+ 
w' /µ = 0+(1 - o/D) + !. lo/D~ - !. c21n 
1 1 u 3 0+ 2 
u 
(27I) can be solved explicitly for o+, but it is more conven-
u 
ient to leave it in the above form and to obtain analytical data by a 
simple iterative program. 
Analytical values of 0+ and T were calculated by use of equations 
U WU . 
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(261) and (271) for the same test conditions used with the von Karman 
based functions ( 211), (221), and (231). Examination of these data, 
plotted as before on Fig. 46, shows plainly that the flat velocity dis-
tribution function represented by equations (251) gives analytical 
values of the wall shear stress Twu very much closer to the experi-
mental data represented by Twm· than do ·the von Karman functions. 
Fig. 47 has been plotted to show the relationship between the 
analytically derived friction Reynolds number o+ and the experimentally 
u 
based quantity o+. The objective, of course, is to find a universal m 
velocity distribution function which will give perfect agreement between 
the analytical and experimental quantities. By examination of Fig. 47 
it is seen that the flat velocity distribution functions (equations 
(251)) come much closer to giving this agreement than the von Karman 
distribution functions (equations (201)). It should be observed again, 
for Fig. 47 as it was for Fig. 46, that the von Karman based curve tends 
toward perfect agreement at the curve ends, which correspond virtually 
to the beginning and end of condensation respectively. 
One further important observation which may be found by examination 
of Fig. 46, is that the flat distribution functions (equations (251)) 
predict local wall shear stresses much too high near the end of conden-
sation. This condition must be expected since the laminar sublayer 
thickness of y+ '.!' 1 used in this velocity distribution is much too small 
for the full pipe flow of the liquid which occurs at this point. On the. 
other hand,it is seen that at the start of condensation the trend is to-
ward perfect agreement for the same curve at this point. Since the von 
Karman distribution and the flat distribut.ion both incorporate the same 
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stress in this region. It shou.ldbe noted that it is very difficult to 
obtain experimental data in this region, so that it is necessary to rely 
on the extrapolation of the two curves toward the point of zero liquid 
fraction to demonstrate the conve_rgence of the curves at this point. 
A Universal Correlation for Local Wall Shear Stress 
By using the ratio between the mass average velocity v1 in the 
* annular liquid layer and the wall friction velocity v1w it is possible 
to define a non-dimensional velocity parameter for the liquid layer, 
thus 
(28I) 
Equation (28I) can also be written in the form 
_+2 - 2 
1/VL = Twm/pL VL (29I) 
+2 
thus it is seen that v1 is essentially an inverse friction factor 
function based on the mean liquid velocity. Note that the experimenta-
+ 
lly derived quantity Twm has been used in the definition of v1 . For · 
the purpose of empirical correlation of the wall shear stress T wm 
. + 
friction Reynolds number ou at y = o (liquid-vapor interface) was 
the 
chosen as the second parameter. For this comparison the quantity o+, as 
u 
derived from the flat functions of equations (26I) and (27I), is plotted 
+ 
in Fig. 48 against v1 • Data for three different tube sizes and a 
density variation range of about five to one are included. The vapor 
core Reynolds numbers include values from about 104 to 6 x 105• 
Because of the considerable scatter of points found in Fig. 48 a 
third correlation parameter was needed to'make the correlation useful. 
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to diameter ratio o/D were tried with no success. In addition the 
interfacial friction Reynolds number was also tried as a possible 
correlation parameter. The interfacial friction Reynolds number, of 




The interfacial shear stress is a fundamental term in the 
third correlation parameter used by Dukler (12) in his analysis of this 
problem. Neither the interfacial friction Reynolds number nor the 
Dukler parameter gave a fully satisfactory correlation of the wall shear 
stress. The parameter which is apparently necessary to bring order to 
the correlation is the ratio K. This quantity approximates the square 
p 
root of the ratio of vapor to liquid dynamic pressures, thus 
r,P v2~~ K = ...2....:f._ p -2 
pLVL 
(311) 
Values of the parameter K are given alongside each data point on Fig. 
p 
48. By the technique of alternating the parameters K 
p 
+ and o and cross u . 
plotting back and forth it was possible to establish a whole family of 
curves for the parameter K from the data of Fig. 48 • Fig. 49,which is 
p 
the result of this work, shows lines of constant K. The data points 
p 
for the path of a typical condensing test are also shown on Fig. 49. 
The test points given cover about 93 percent of the condensing length 
for the particular test. 
In order to make use of Fig. 49 to predict the local wall shear 
stress it is necessary to know the local liquid flow rate as well as 
both the local liquid and vapor average velocities and densities. 
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+ 
calculated from equation (31!). The value of v1 can then be found from 
Fig. 49,and the shear stress T finally calculated by the following 
wm 
equation, 
which is a form of equation (28!), rewritten to be explicit in T • 
wm 
(32!) 
The method of determing T described above can be used only with . wm 
the type of stepwise solution where the condensation process is followed 
analytically or empirically from the start to the end of condensation. 
In such a process the necessary local flow properties are determined at 
each axial location. This permits the evaluation of, at each point wm 
from Fig. 49 or its equivalent mathematical representation. 
The third parameter K, which was found necessary to give a 
p 
successful correlation of the experimentally determined wall shear 
-2 stress, includes the quantity p V which, at moderate velocities, is vv 
approximately twice the dynamic pressure of the vapor. Examination of 
the curves of Fig. 49 indicates that the dynamic pressure of the vapor 
plays a major role in determining the wall shear stress in condensing 
flow. The functional relationship between the wall shear stress 'wm 
and the dynamic vapor pressure is approximately linear,except at very 
low vapor velocities where other forces may contribute more signifi-
cantly to the determination of, • wm 
The strong role of the dynamic vapor pressure in the correlation 
of Fig. 49 suggests the possibility of using the vapor friction factor · 
-2 f = 2, /pV in conjunction with one of the several non-dimensional w w v v 
liquid layer variables as a basis for correlation. For example, a form 
of correlation similar to that of Bergelin,et al. (2), but using the 
actual rather than the apparent vapor velocity in the vapor Reynolds 
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number, with the friction Reynolds number for the liquid layer as a 
third parameter, might be successful. 
No empirical friction correlation presented to date has included a 
parameter which takes into account the effect of the momentum forces 
resulting from local accelerations or decelerations of the vapor or 
liquid or fr~m the condensation process itself. The several terms of 
equation (11C) demonstrate that the above mentioned forces enter s_igni-
ficantly into the determination of the wall shear stress T and should ·w 
not be neglected. In addition such factors as wave hei1hts, lengths,and 
velocities,as well as liquid entrainment in the vapor co:i:>e, all add 
complexities to the actual physical model of annular two-phase flow. 
Considerable experimental information about interfacial wave activity is 
already available,and experimental studies of the liquid entrainment in 
the vapor core have been made. Eventually this information must be in-
corporated into a coherent analytical treatment of the model of wavy 
annular-mist flow with condensation. 
Turbulence Intensity in the Liquid Layer 
It may be observed from Fig. 48 that the majority of the experi-
+ + 
mental values of v1 fall in the range of 0.4 s V1 ~ 2. If, according to 
+ . + + equations (25I), v1 ~ 1 for 1 s y so then from equation (16I) 
. . * 
VL(y) ~ VL ~ VLw (33I) 
over the major portion of the condensi.ng; length. 
In the region outside the laminar sub-layer the fluid shear stress 
Tyx may be repres.ented by the equation 
= ai + av p u'.'v' 
µL iy ax - L (34I) 
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Note that for convenience the notation used by Schlichti_ng (32) has been 
adopted temporarily, where u' and v' represent the turbulent or fluctu-
ating components of the velocities u and v.in the x and y directions 
respectively. In the turbuient region the Reynolds or turbulent 
stresses usually far outwe_igh the viercous components and therefore equa-
tion (34I) may be simplified to 
T· - - p µ 1V 1 yx L (35I) 
If the flat distribution functions of equation (25I) are approxi-
mately correct for annul.ar condensing flow, then 
T ~ T = - p u'v' w yx I,. (36!) 
Equation (36I) may now be substituted into the expression for the wall 
friction velocity, equation (14!), which lead~ to 
(37!) 
Now combining equations (16I), (33I) and (371) results in the interest-
ing relation 
(381) 
The level of intensity of turbulence IT in a homogeneous isotropic 
fluid is sometimes defined l,,y the quantity 
/! (~ + v'2 + w•2) 
3 
I = ----------------------T U= 
(391) 
where U is the main stream or free velocity of the fl~id. If in the 
= 
annular liquid condensate layer the fluctuating velocity components u', 
v~ and w' are of the same order of magnituq.e~then the equivalent equation 
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for .turbuJ.ence intensity in the l.iquid layer is 
(40I) 
. Now compa:r.ing equa,tlons (38I) and (40!), it inay be concluded that the 
· intensity of tutbulence across the a1:mular liquid layer is often of· the 
order unity and ~reater; e"cept, of course, in the very thi:P.. laminar 
· sublayer. Th4s in most cases IT~ 1 over the major portion of the con-
deris~ng length. This meat1sthat the fluctuating velocity components are 
. . 
. of the. same qrder of magnitude.as the. mass average axial liquid velocity. 
For the flow c,,f isotropic fluids in wind tunnels,the background 
turbulet1ce inten1:1ity is often.of theordeti Qf 1 to 3 percent. For the 
flow of .a· nomogeneous fluid·in the vicinity of a smooth,flat surface, 
a magnitud,e of IT = / u ,2 /u ~ 10 pepcent is usually observed. By 
comparison withsµch isysteins it is obvious that a wavy condensing liquid 
layer clevelop!ll.an unusually intense level. of turbulence from near the 
tube ~all tci thE! liquid-.vapor i,nterface. It is interesting to note that 
turbulence intensities of the. order of unity have also been measured at 
the edge of a free jet involving a single homogeneous fluid. It should 
be understood that the a.nalyl:lis given in this section is strictly an 
ordf;!r of magnitude·study of the turbulence.intensity in a wavy, somewhat 
inhomogeneous, non-isotropic.liquid· layer. 
No evidence has been pt'esented in this paper which would indicate 
the level of intensity of turbu],ence in the vapor cox>e. The experimental 
data presented by Kegel ( 24) and . ChieP and Ibale ( 8) exhibit very 
high wall friction factors.when plotted against the gas Reynolds number. 
The va].ues givenax>e equivalent to the flow of a homogeneous fluid in a 
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very rough pipe. In this oonnection, Schlichting (32) has cited an 
example of the extremely high roughness equivalence of relatively small 
annular rib-..1ike corrugations in pipe flow. 
The radial travepse me3.surements of the axial dynamic pressure of 
.high velocity vapor surrounded by an annular liquid layer, given in Fig. 
37, show very little vc;1riation of the dynamic vapor pressure across the 
· vapor core. This ?'esult indicates a nearly constant vapor velocity 
acr>oss the core diameter- virtually up to the wavy liquid vapor inter-
face.' The above information indirectly indicates that the level of 
turbulence in the vapo-r core is veriy high, but no numerical figure can 
l:>e given. Data on the turbulence intensity in the vapor core would be a 
useful aq.dition to the available information on the mechanics of two-
. :phase flow. 
APPENDIX J 
CORRELATION OF LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE COEFFICIENTS 
IN HIGH VELOCITY CONDENSING TWO-PHASE FLOW 
Depending on the external resistance to heat transfer from the 
condenser tube, the internal or condensing layer resistance plays a 
lesser or greater role in determining the flow characteristics in the 
tube during condensation. For the case of low external resistance to 
heat transfer, it is necessary to determine the internal local surface 
coefficient accurately. 
Very little experimental data on local heat transfer coefficients 
for high velocity condensing flow have been found in the literature. 
Several investigators have proposed methods for correlating surface heat 
transfer coefficients in two-phase condensing flow. 
Powell (30) proposed a method" to predict average coefficients of 
heat transfer in two-phase flow with condensation on the basis of a 
weighting or equivalent flow procedure., 
Carpenter (6) suggested a method whereby the local liquid Nusselt 
number is given as a function of the liquid Prandtl number and the 
liquid "friction R,eynolds number" where the inside tube diameter is the 
length dimension required. Carpenter's correlation, when applied to the 
conditions of high velocity vapor developed in this investigation, pre-
dicted surface coefficients about 70 percent lower than the experimenta:-
lly determined values. 
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In a lengthy analysis of the turbulent condensate film, Kutateladse 
(25) developed an expression for the local surface coefficient for the 
condensation of a high velocity vapor in a pipe. This expression is 
approximated by the following equation: 








Kutateladse didnot use this expression to compare analytical and experi-
mental values of the local heat transfer coefficient. He did, however, 
use equation (1J) to obtain an expression for the average coefficient 
over the condensing length.· Experimental values of the average surface 
coefficient for condensing steam were found to average about 25 percent 
higher that those determined from the resulting semi-analytical expres-
sion. 
In an earlier investigation (18) the author used the well-known 
technique of dimensional analysis to arrive at the following empirical 
equation for the local coefficient of heat transferfor the condensation 
of high velocity steam: 
·l~ 












Fig. 50 shows experimental data for high velocity steam condensing in 
0.190 and 0.550 inch I.D. tubes. In Fig. 50 the left side of equa-
tion (SJ) is the ordinate and the right side is the abscissa. It 
is seen that the functional relationship between the two terms is not a 
simple power function. Obviously this correlation applies specifically 
to condensing H20 vapor and may be unsatisfactory for other vapors. The 
necessary data on the local heat transfer and local flow characteristics 
of other vapors is apparently not available at the present time. 
\ 
It is interesting to compare the role of each variable as found in 
the equation (1J) of Kutateladse (25) and the authors equation (SJ). 
The Kutateladse equation may be written in the form 
,t; -1/10 
h. "' Co, 
1 
1/2 3/10 V 1.0 V -1/10 1/2 k ~2/5 C 7/5) 
Pv' PL' v' L' µL' L' L (SJ) 
For equation (SJ) the expanded form is 
~-~t ~ f(DS,/9 0-1/14 1/9 3/8 V 5/18 V 5/24 8/9 -3/8) 
1 ' Pv' PL, v' L' µv' µL {9J) 
It is observed that the two expressions tend to agree on the role of 
some terms, but disagr~e sharply on others. The positive role of the 
vapor velocity in determing the heat transfer coefficient is confirmed 
by both expressions. Both expressions indicate that the liquid layer 
thickness o has a negligible effect on the surface coefficient. 
Evidently the deep wave penetration into the liquid layer with resulting 
s 
SYMBOL U-CONN TEST TUBE 1.0. 
o o o 7 10 52 0. 550 inr.hes i.d. 
, ~ 4> 0. 550 inches i.d. 
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high liquid layer turbulence overcomes any increase in x,esistance to 
heat transfer due to increasing liquid layer tl?,ickness. 
The details of the method of determining the expo:nents of the 
correlation, expressed by equation (5J),.wiil be described briefly. In 
order to derive the desired exponent values from the available volume of 
experimental data, the following equation set was established: 
a b c (X )z x10 = c (X11) (X12) (X13) . ... 1n " 
a b c (X )z 
I x20 = c (X21) (X22) (X23) ... 2n (10J) 
x = c (Xm1)a (X )b (X )c ••• (X )z mo m2 m3 mn 
where m = n + 1 since there are n unknown exponents and also one unknown 
constant. Eliminating the constant C from the rn equations by dividing 
the first equation by the second, the first hY. the.third, and so on 
leads to the following set of n equations:-. 






Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of all equations results in 
.'the following equation set: 
i, 
x10 x • xi2 . x x 
1n .....!!. + b - 13· 1 1n 1n -- = a 1n-+ c 1n- ••• + z n-
x20 x21 · x22 x23 x . 2n (12,;J) 
x10 x11 x x13 x 
b 1 12 . 1 1n 1n -- = a 1nx+ n --+ c 1n -- .... + z n--
xrno xm2 xrn3 x rn1 mn 
In this system of equations, x quantities represent the experi-
mental data. The equation set (12J) consists of a set of simple linear 
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algebraic equations with unknowns a, b, c, d, ••• , z and with 
coefficients determined from experimental data. Using a digital com-
puter progr,am available at the University of Connecticut Computer Center, 
in conjunction with a sub-program written to evaluate the natural loga-
rithms, it was possible to solve for the desired exponents on an I.B.M. 
1620 computer. 
As indicated prev,iously, the results of this work are shown in Fig. 
50. In addition, Figs. 51 and 52 have been plotted to show the wide 
variation in local surface coefficients which are encountered in high 
velocity condensation of steam vapor. Since the data plotted in Figs. 
51 and 52 were the source information used in obtaining the correlation 
presented in this Appendix, it is not surprising that values of the 
local surface coefficient calculated by use of the empirical equation 
(5J) give close agreement with the experimental data. 
It should be noted that the necessary data to obtain a satisfactory 
correlation for the local surface coefficient for condensing steam in-
elude: 1) The local mean thickness of the liquid layer (o); 2) The 
local mean liquid layer velocity (V1 ); 3) The local vapor velocity (V ); v 
and 4) The local surface to vapor temperature difference (At), plus the 
local physical properties of the liquid and vapor. Experimental data on 
the value of these local flow properties are difficult to obtain. No 
other investigators known to the author have made the necessary experi-
mental measurements to permit determination of these local flow proper-
ties. However, such data will probably be necessary in order to obtain a 
general correlation for local heat transfer surface coefficients for con-
<lensing vapors in high velocity two-phase flow. 
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TUBE 1.0. = 0.190 INCHES 
TOTAL FLOW RATE= 40.8 LBm/HR. 
HEAT TRANSFER RATE= 2.25 BTU/ FT. SEC, 
STAGNATION PRESSURE AT INLET= 34.4 P. S.I.A. 
EMPIRICAL CORRELATION OF FIGURE 50 
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TUBE 1.0. = 0.550 INCHES 
. TOTAL FLOW RATE = 474 Lbm/ HR. 
HEAT TRANSFER RATE = 12 BTU. I FT. , SEC. 
STAGNATION PRESSURE AT INLET = 44.9 PSIA 
EMPIRICAL CORRELATION 'OF FIG. 50 
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::Figure 52, Variation of Local Heat Transfer Coefficient Over 
Condensing Length-a. 5 5 O Inch I. D 1 Tube 
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APPENDIX K 
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE FOR THE COMPUTER SOLUTION OF THE SIMULTANEOUS NON-
LINEAR FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF CHANGE FOR HIGH SPEED, 
TWO-PHASE FLOW WITH CONDENSATION IN SMALL STRAIGHT TUBES 
Summary of Method of Solution 
The one independent variable occurring in the system of equations 
given in Table II is the dimensionless distance X from the start of con-
densation in diameters (X = L/D). At the initial value of X all values 
of the dependent variables (a, f3, a, 4>) must" be known or calculated by 
the methods given in Appendix G. The four unknowns which must be eval-
uated by the simultaneous solution of four algebraic equations are the 
four derivatives da/dX, df3/dX, d0/dX, and d4>/dX. The required algebraic 
equations are obtained by evaluat~ng the five coefficients of each of 
four applicable equations selected from Table II. Both the combined con-
tinuity equation (equation (1)) and the combined energy equation (equa-
tion (4)) are used in every solution at all times. Either the vapor mo-
mentum equation (equation (2)) or the combined momentum equation (equa-
tion (3)) may be used, depending on the accuracy of the available infor-
mation about the wall shear stress or interfacial shear stress functions. 
The shear stress function may be represented in these equations in the 
form of a friction factor or in terms of a boundary layer distribution 
function if the latter representation turns out to be more dependable. 
In addition either the velocity pressure equation for compressible flow 
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(equation (6)) or the initial liquid boundary layer equation (equation 
(7)) must be used in this system of equations. 
Following is an outline of the steps normally followed in obtaining 
an analytical solution to these equations: 
1. The flow conditions at the start of condensation must be 
known or calculated. These include: (1) vapor velocity V · v' 
(2) liquid velocity v1 ; (3) total steam rate W; (4) static 
pressure P; ( 5) vapor density p ; (6) 
v 
total quality e (usually 
e ~ 1 near start); (7) enthalpies hv' h1 , hfg; and (8) inside 
I 
tube diameter D. In addition the local heat transfer rate Q 
must be known as a function of the distance X. A complete dis-
cussion of the method used to calculate entrance conditions is 
given in Appendix G. 
2. 1 The numerical values of all constants (e.g., A, E, n, a, etc.) 
must be calculated for the particular case under consideration. 
3. Decide which four equations will be used and under what con-
ditions over the condensing length. These conditions have been 
discussed above and also in Appendix F. 
4. Calculate the first values of the coefficients of the four 
equations chosen for the start of the solution - see Appendix G. 
These coefficients are put in a 4 x 5 matrix which is operated on 
by a conventional technique to solve for the four unknowns, i.e., 
the four derivative's ;da,/dX~ -dB/dX.i d0/dX, and dcp/dX. The numer-
ical values of the four dependent variables. a, a, e, and~ and 
their derivatives are now.known at a very small but finite value 
of X in the condenser. New values of the variables, a, B, e, 
1 See nomenclature for definition· of these constants. 
and~ are now calculated at the position (X + D.X) by applying 
the derivatives over the small increment D.X of the condenser 
length and adding the resulting change of variable,e.g., {).X to 
the original-value of X. All other properties have been ex-
pressed in terms of the four fundamental variables, e.g., vapor 
density p is represented as a function of the pressure P, and v 
may now be evaluated at X + D.X also. 
5. With these new values of a., S, a, and~ at the new position 
of X + 6X,it is possible to repeat the cycle of calculations 
again for another increment of {).X. This cycle of calculations 
must be repeated as the solution advances incrementally over 
the condensing length until all vapor has been condensed. At 
this point the overall pressure drop for the condensation pro-
cess may be determined as well as the required condensing 
length. 
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Higher order integration techniques may be used if desired, but for 
this simple first order equation system it appears to be just as econom-
ical in the use of computer time to use the system described al:>ove with 
rather short incremental distances for each step - e.g., a fraction of one 
tube diameter (D.X s 1). 
An Explanation of the Computer Program Used 
On the IBM-7040 Computer 
A copy of one of the computer programs that have been developed to 
solve the two-phase flow equations is given at the end of this Appendix. 
The program follows the method of solution outlined in the five steps 
above. This program is set up to run on an IBM-704-0 digital computer. 
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An outline of the function of the major sections of the program is given 
below: 
The section of the program up to statement 20 reads and prints out 
the initial data. 
Statements 20 up to 80 calculate the constants of the system. 
Statements 80 up to 90 calculate the coefficients of the combined 
continuity equation. 
Statements 90 up to 100 calculate the coefficients of the combined 
energy equation. 
Statements 100 up to 200 calculate the coefficients of the vapor 
momentum equation. 
Statements 200 up to 400 allow the use of both the vapor and 
combined momentum equations. 
Statments 400 up to 500 calculate the coefficients of the combined 
momentum equation. 
Statements 500 up to 700 calculate the coefficients of the velocity 
pressure equation for compressible flow. 
Statements 700 up to 800 calculate the coefficients of the initial 
liquid layer equation. 
Statements from 800 through 910 rearrange to 4 x 5 matrix of the 
coefficients A(1,1) through A(4,5) that have been calculated, and 
operate according to a diagonal elimination technique to solve for the 
four unknown derivatives da/dX, dS/dX, d8/dX, and d~/dX which are given 
the symbols DX(1), DX(2), DX(3), and DX(4) respectively. 
Statements 1000 up to 1050 apply the derivatives over an increment 
in order to calculate the new variables at X .+ AX. 
Statements 1050 up to 1100 calculate the output data at position 
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X +·Ax, 
Statements from 1100 through 1250 print out the data corresponding 
to the new va~iables that have been calculated, and then refer the 
computer to statment 70 in order to repeat the cycle of calculations at 
the new value of X. 
(Program on Following Page) 
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10 FORMAT<l4HOINPUT DATAo•• //132H TEST VPVLE PRESE TOTFL DIAM 
1 HFGE HVPE HLQE VPSVOL ~QSVOL VPVISC LQVIS 
2C MOMVAP MOMCMB BLEQ MOMBTH /I6,F8o2,F8•3,F8o2,F7t4t3F8o2,El2o 
35,F8e5,2El2•5,I4,I7,I6tl7//126H NDVPVL NDVPFL NDPRES NDDIS 
4T BB VMUXP XP SHF AAA BK BS TT 






















C COMBINED CONTINUITY EQUATION (ALWAYS USED> 












IF (MOMVAP) 400,4009100 








IF (NDDIST-CHEQ) 200,210,210 
200 IF IBLEQI 210,210,700 
210 IF (MOMCMB) S00,500,300 












410 IF (FRVPE11))430,430,420 
420 L•l 
FRWL=FRWLE(Ll 
GO TO 440 
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GO TO 440 
432 IF (OELU•301)433t433t440 
433 FRWL=O•OOS 
440 A(2,5)=•2•*FRWL*NDVPVL*NDVPVL*(NDPRES**AAA) 
IF (MOMBTH) 500t500,800 
500 IFCNDDIST•CHEQJ 700,600t600 












GO TO 800 






C METHOD OF DIAGONAL ELIMINATION 
800 K•l 
810 DO 850 l=lt4 
IF (I-Kl 820,850,820 
820 P•A<I,Kl/AIK,Kl 





900 DO 910 l=lt4 
DX(ll=AII,5)/AII,I) 
910 CONTINUE 





























GO TO 1240 
1210 NPRNT=loO 
1215 WRITE<6,1220)DX<ll,DX(21,DX(3.),DX(4) 
1220 FORMAT<lSH-OUTPUT DATAooo//52H DELNDLQVL DELNDVPVL DELNDVPF 
lL DELNDPRES /4El315l 
WRITE (6,1230) DIST,NDDIST,VPVL,NDVPVL,LQVL,NDLQVL,VPFL,NDVPFL•LQF 
lL,PRES,NDPRES~TEMP,VPSVOL,LOSVOL,VPAREA,LQAREA,LQTHIK,FRVP,VPREYN, 
2FRWL,LQREYN,CONTR,DELU,TAUWLU•TAUWL,CONST 
1230 FORMAT(l21HO DIST NDDIST VPVL NDVPVL LQVL ND 
lLQVL VPFL NDVPFL LQFL PRES NDPRES T~MP VPSVOL 
2//2El3.5,F7e2,F9e5,F7o2,El2e5,F9e3,F9,5,F8o2,F7e2,F8.5,F7,2,El2e5/ 
3/105H LQSVOL VPAREA LQAREA LQTHIK FRVP 
4 VPREYN FRWL LQREYN CONTR /El3e5t7E12e5tF8o2//44 
5H DELLI TAUWLU TAUWL CONST /F7el,El3e5,2El2.4) 
1240 CONTR:CONTR+leO 
IF(COUNTR-CONTR)l300tl300,12SO 
1250 IF (VPFL) l300tl300,70 
1300 CALL EXIT 
END 
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